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SUMMARY

After a brief respite, health care costs in the United States are 

rising dramatically again, and are expected to continue growing faster 

than the overall economy. In the current year spending on medical care 

will amount to approximately $1.77 trillion, an amount that represents 

15.3% of GDP, a higher share than in any other country, and nearly 

double the share in 1980. By 2010 spending is expected to grow by 50% to 

$2.64 trillion (CMS 2002). This trend has left policymakers and 

employers, as purchasers of care, actively searching for ways to contain 

medical cost.

Despite these high costs, the quality of care delivered by the 

health care system remains low. For example, a recent RAND study found 

that care for broad range of medical conditions was provided in 

accordance with current standards only about half of the time (McGlynn 

et al. 2003). Vulnerable patients with chronic conditions are especially 

affected by such problems and also consume the lion’s share of the 

health care resources, rendering their care an obvious target for 

improving effectiveness and efficiency of care. 

One promising approach to bridge the gaps in the health care system 

and improve management of patients with chronic conditions is a class of 

interventions known generally as disease management.  Although the 

concept of disease management offers great promise, it has not yet been 

empirically demonstrated that these programs are able to reduce cost and 

improve care. There is also no industry-wide reporting standard for 

disease management vendors to measure and report their performance to 

clients and potential clients in a scientifically sound and comparable 

fashion. An initial step towards such a standard was recently made by 

American Healthways in collaboration with Johns Hopkins University.

In this report, we built upon this and other existing measurement 

systems to develop a comprehensive and scientifically sound Disease 
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Management Report Card. We start by introducing a conceptual framework 

for disease management and then assess which of the components of the 

framework are relevant enough for disease management clients to be 

covered in a report card. Next, we review existing measures for the 

selected components and determine which are valid and reliable enough to 

be used for disease management performance reporting. We address 

feasibility and other operational issues in the implementation of the 

proposed measures. The report also addresses two important analytical 

issues in constructing measures for a report card, which are methods to 

attribute observed changes to the intervention and sampling strategies 

to reduce potential bias.

This report presents the first comprehensive methodology for 

measuring and reporting the performance of disease management programs 

that is built on a conceptual framework covering the relevant components 

of the intervention, uses statistical techniques to attribute changes in 

the health, utilization, and behavior of the target population to the 

intervention and a sampling method that avoids common sources of bias. 

The methodology would allow a disease management vendor to fairly and 

credibly demonstrate its performance to current and future clients. 

Widespread adoption of standardized reporting would facilitate client 

choice and potentially stimulate ongoing improvements in the delivery of 

services under these programs.
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this report is to describe the methods and rationale 

used to develop a standardized performance measurement and reporting 

system (report card) for disease management programs. This report card 

reflects a need for the industry to improve the ability to demonstrate 

value to a broad range of current and future clients and was developed 

jointly by RAND and CorSolutions. The conceptual framework for disease 

management that has been developed under this project and the 

measurement system that operationalizes this framework are designed to 

be applicable to any disease management vendor.

This report is composed of several sections. We first describe the 

context and rationale for a disease management report card, including 

its primary audience and intended use. Next, we describe the analytic 

approach to creating the report card. The fourth section sets out a 

conceptual framework to capture the essential components of disease 

management, which is operationalized into a measurement system in the 

fifth section. The sixth and last section sketches issues related to the 

communication of the selected measures, such as formation of composite 

measures and aggregation rules.
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2.  THE CONTEXT AND RATIONALE FOR A DISEASE MANAGEMENT REPORT CARD 

2.1 PERFORMANCE PROBLEMS OF THE HEALTH CARE SYSTEM 

Public and private purchasers of health care, and health plans as 

their agents are increasingly worried about rapidly rising health care 

costs and their impact on public finances and business competitiveness 

and are searching for ways to contain this cost growth. After a brief 

respite during the 1990s, double-digit growth rates in cost returned 

recently: During 2002, the average increase in health premiums paid by 

the nation’s largest employers rose 13.7%, an amount far exceeding the 

2.5% annual rate of inflation.  In 2003, premiums increased yet another 

13.9% (NSBA, 2003). In 2004, the United States will spend approximately 

$ 1.8 trillion on health care and spending is expected to reach $ 2.6 

trillion by 2010 (CMS, 2002).

In spite of high expenditures, the quality of care that patients 

receive is still found wanting so that purchasers question the value 

that they receive. In a recent study published in the New England 

Journal of Medicine McGlynn and co-authors found medical care was 

provided in accordance with current medical standards only 55% of the 

time, with no significant variation between preventive care, care for 

acute illness, or for a chronic condition (McGlynn et al, 2003).

Numerous other studies have documented similar results (e.g. Institute 

of Medicine, 2003; Clark et al., 2000; Legorreta et al., 2000; McBride 

et al., 1998).

Patients with chronic conditions are particularly vulnerable to 

such quality of care problems. It is estimated that more than 100 

million Americans currently suffer from a chronic condition such as 

heart disease, diabetes or asthma, while at least 40 million of those 

have two or more chronic conditions.  Chronic diseases currently account 

for an estimated 70% of all U.S. health care expenses.  However, surveys 

and research consistently document that the majority of chronically ill 

patients are not receiving effective therapy, possess inadequate disease 
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control, and are not satisfied with the quality of treatment received 

(Wagner et al, 2001b; Ornstein, 1999).

Several studies indicate that poor management is experienced by 

over 50% of patients with diabetes, hypertension, tobacco addiction, 

hyperlipidemia, congestive heart failure, asthma, depression and chronic 

atrial fibrillation (IOM, 2003a; Clark et al, 2000; Legorreta et al,

2000; McBride et al, 1998; Ni et al, 1998; Perez-Stable & Fuentes-

Afflick, 1998; Samsa et al, 2000; Young et al, 2001). Additionally, a 

total of 18,000 Americans are estimated to die each year from heart 

attacks because they were not treated according to medical guidelines 

(Chassin, 1997; IOM, 2003b). 

A particular concern of large employers is the effect of 

insufficient management of chronic conditions on the productivity of 

their workforce. As an illustration, the National Committee for Quality 

Assurance (NCQA) estimated that absenteeism alone would be cut by 21.8 

million days annually if all Americans suffering from asthma, 

depression, diabetes, heart disease, and hypertension were treated by 

top performing health plans, i.e. those with quality scores at the 90th 

percentile of their HEDIS indicators, the equivalent of adding the 

output of roughly 104,520 workers full-time for a year (NCQA, 2002). 

Beyond its effect on lost time, ill health negatively impacts 

productivity. A recent study showed, for example, that 76.6% of the 

productivity loss caused by chronic pain was due to reduced performance 

at work rather than absence from work (Stewart et al, 2003).

2.2 DISEASE MANAGEMENT AS A POTENTIAL APPROACH TO CONTAIN COST AND 
IMPROVE QUALITY

Disease management, “a system of coordinated healthcare 

interventions and communications for populations with conditions in 

which patient self-care efforts are significant” 

(http://www.dmaa.org/definition.html, September 20, 2004), is a 

promising approach to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of care 

and has become increasingly popular with private and, more recently, 

public purchasers.
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Disease management started with pharmaceutical companies, who used 

their drug dispensary databases to identify patients with chronic 

conditions and offered educational services to them (Bodenheimer, 1999; 

Burns, 1996). The underlying assumption was that improved patient 

education would lead to greater involvement of patients in their care, 

better compliance with medication regimens and consequently more 

efficient care.  Later, health plans started to implement in-house 

disease management programs, independent vendors appeared who offered 

disease management services to health plans, and even some provider 

organizations introduced smaller-scale programs (Bodenheimer, 2000).

Today, there are upwards of 200 commercial disease management firms 

and numerous internal health plan and provider-operated programs, which 

typically target chronic conditions such as diabetes, asthma, and 

congestive heart failure. While the industry remains very heterogeneous 

in terms of ownership, size and scope, some common features have 

emerged: According to the Disease Management Association of America, a 

“Full Service Disease Management Program” must include the following six 

components (www.dmaa.org/definition.html):

1. Population identification processes 

2. Evidence-based practice guidelines 

3. Collaborative practice models to include physician and support 

service providers 

4. Patient self-management education (may include primary prevention, 

behavior modification programs and compliance/surveillance) 

5. Process and outcomes measurement, evaluation, and management 

6. Routine reporting/feedback loop (may include communication with 

patient, physician, health plan, and ancillary providers, and 

practice profiling) 

2.3 THE DEMAND FOR TOOLS TO ASSESS THE VALUE OF DISEASE MANAGEMENT
PRODUCTS

A key concern of purchasers is whether disease management can in 

fact deliver on the promise to improve the effectiveness and efficiency 

of care. Some initial research shows encouraging results. For example, 

it has been shown that improving guideline adherence in chronic 
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illnesses requires substantial patient participation and a growing body 

of literature demonstrates a positive effect resulting from systematic 

efforts to increase patients’ knowledge, skills, and confidence in 

managing their conditions (Callahan, 2001; Norris et al, 2001).  Recent 

meta-analyses involving more than 41 intervention studies demonstrates 

that by improving individual treatment processes, the quality of 

treatment for chronic illnesses such as depression and diabetes can be 

substantially increased (Renders et al, 2001; Callahan, 2001; Von Korff 

et al, 2001).  Interestingly, this study found that only those 

interventions possessing a strong patient-oriented component resulted in 

noticeable improvements to patient outcomes.  As another example, Group 

Health Cooperative reported that an in-house disease management program 

its 18,000 diabetics lead to improved treatment while costs decreased 

(McCulloch et al, 1998 & 2000).  Limited evidence from other research 

projects also supports a positive effect of disease management 

interventions on quality and costs (McAlister et al, 2001; Norris et 

al., 2002; Wagner, 1998a).

But there is so far insufficient evidence from research studies to 

conclusively determine that disease management is a generally effective 

concept, the conditions under which it is effective, or whether some 

programs and vendors are superior to others. A particular problem is 

that most of the available evidence has been derived from interventions 

in the trial phase that were designed and carried out in an academic 

setting, thus limiting the generalizability of findings. So far, only 

three studies addressed the effects of large, population-based disease 

management programs, two of programs operated by integrated delivery 

systems (Fireman et al., Sidorov et al.) and one by a third-party vendor 

(Villagra and Ahmed). This paucity of evidence combined with the 

limitations of some methods used to estimate the effects of 

interventions, have lead to skepticism about the industry among actual 

and potential clients and to demands for greater accountability and 

transparency (Linden 2003).  In addition, some general skepticism 

remains in the provider community about commercial vendors of disease 

management (Bodenheimer, 1999).
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To counter this credibility gap, disease management vendors in 

collaboration with researchers have searched for more rigorous 

evaluation methods that could be used to report their performance back 

to clients. Most notably, American Healthways, a commercial disease 

management vendor, in collaboration with Johns Hopkins University has 

proposed a unified reporting framework. However, an industry-wide 

reporting standard that would allow clients to compare the performance 

of different programs and vendors and to identify a program that fits 

their particular needs best has not yet emerged.

2.4 PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT 

The purpose of this report is to advance the debate about 

performance measurement and reporting for disease management programs by 

proposing a RAND/CorSolutions methodology that will allow a 

comprehensive evaluation of the impact of disease management 

interventions. The proposed methodology is designed to overcome some of 

the limitations of existing evaluation methods with respect to 

comprehensiveness of the measures set, sample selection and attribution 

strategy, enabling disease management vendors to demonstrate the value 

of their programs based on a comprehensive set of scientifically sound 

measures. The current report will present a list of measures and the 

rationale for selecting them.

The primary audience for this report card is current and future 

clients of  disease management vendors, i.e. private and public 

purchasers of health care and health plans. Other potential users could 

be intermediaries of the clients, such as benefit consulting firms, 

policymakers and researchers.
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3. DESIGN APPROACH TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF A DISEASE MANAGEMENT 
PERFORMANCE REPORTING SYSTEM 

3.1 OVERALL APPROACH 

The final goal of this project is to arrive at a reporting system 

that is based on a comprehensive set of measures but organizes all 

selected measures into a few dimensions to facilitate communication.

Even the brightest human being can only hold a few pieces of information 

in short-term memory when making a decision.  Cognitive psychologists 

suggest that about five to seven bits of data can be utilized when 

making a decision.  Further, hierarchical structures that organize 

specific details within a general framework facilitate the use of 

information in three ways. First, hierarchies facilitate comprehension.

Second, hierarchies help people memorize information and retrieve that 

information for later use.  Third, hierarchies communicate importance.

The framework used for the performance metrics, thus, should have few 

categories and should organize information in a way that is useful for 

decisionmakers.

There are two different strategies for creating frameworks. The 

first approach, which might be called “bottom-up,” starts with the 

individual measures that are available and creates summary categories 

that maximize the number of measures used.  This can either be done 

quantitatively, using factor analysis or other methods designed to 

identify patterns in data, or it can be done qualitatively by obtaining 

expert opinion.  The second approach, which might be called “top-down,” 

starts with conceptualizing the construct that the measures ought to 

cover and then identifies measures that capture those components.

The bottom-up approach is more frequently associated with research 

or decision analysis.  This approach has the advantage of trying to use 

all available information.  Since the approach is empirically driven, 

another advantage is the opportunity to identify patterns in data that 

might otherwise have escaped notice.  The disadvantage of this approach, 

particularly if done quantitatively (e.g., using factor analysis), is 
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that it may produce results that are difficult to interpret and may not 

be valued or easily understood by the intended audience. 

The top-down approach is more structured because it starts with 

intuitively plausible categories that reflect our understanding of the 

essential components of disease management intervention. The 

disadvantage of this approach is that there may be categories for which 

no or few measures currently exist. For this project, we opted for a 

top-down approach, primarily because disease management tries to affect 

a wide variety of clearly distinct categories, reaching from clinical 

processes over direct medical cost to employee productivity.

The first step was therefore to develop a conceptual framework of 

disease management that reflects our understanding of the essential 

elements of this intervention: the desired outcomes and the pathways 

designed to achieve those outcomes. The categories of this framework 

define the universe of measurement in its broadest sense, i.e. measures 

outside of those categories will not be considered. However, there will 

almost certainly be categories that will not be included in a 

performance report or for which no suitable measures can be found.

We will therefore assess for each category whether measures should 

be included in the reporting system by applying the following three 

criteria:

1. Is the category of sufficient interest to users of the 

reporting system to justify the cost and complexity of 

including measures for it? This criterion is satisfied if 

the category captures either an end result of the disease 

management intervention of obvious relevance, e.g. direct 

medical cost, or an intermediate result that is known to 

predict such end results. For example, clients may not 

want information on every step in a clinical pathway but 

would want to know how disease management changes 

processes that are proven to impact health outcomes.

2. For a category deemed relevant, are there established and 

scientifically sound measures available to capture 

performance?
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3. Do data sources available to a typical disease management 

vendor or operator allow a sufficient number of measures 

to be constructed for the respective category? 

For categories that are deemed relevant, i.e. those that pass the 

first criterion, but cannot be implemented, i.e. that don’t pass one of 

the other two criteria, we recommend further development work.

Since this selection process may still result in an unreasonably 

large number of categories or measures within a category, a final 

assessment step will solicit input from the end users of the reporting 

system to assure that the final set of measures is comprehensive, 

parsimonious and balanced.
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4. A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR DISEASE MANAGEMENT

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

As we have discussed above, disease management presents a 

theoretically appealing model to improve the effectiveness and 

efficiency of medical care. Furthermore, the business model of today’s 

disease management vendors appears to be economically viable. 

It is not, however, universally accepted that disease management 

can significantly improve the functioning of the health care system. 

This skepticism results from limited empirical data and inadequate 

analytic methods. Thus, a comprehensive and scientifically sound 

standard methodology to measure and report the performance of disease 

management programs is vital for the credibility and growth prospects of 

the industry.

Initial steps in this direction have been made by American 

Healthways, a large disease management vendor, in collaboration with 

Johns Hopkins University. Their efforts produced a guideline and 

explicit methods for measuring medical cost reduction and quality 

improvement (American Healthways 2002). While their methodology 

represents an enormous improvement over what was previously used in the 

industry, it has two major limitations. First, their approach to 

estimating the cost savings attributable to disease management may 

overestimate the true effect, as we will demonstrate in detail below. 

Second, their set of clinical and utilization measures encompasses well-

established indicators, but fails to provide a full account of how a 

given disease management program performs. 

The RAND/CorSolutions project sets out a comprehensive and 

scientifically sound reporting framework that improves upon current 

reporting systems. As outlined above, we start by proposing a conceptual 

framework for disease management programs that will provide guidance for 

the selection of a comprehensive set of performance measures.

4.2 TOWARDS A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR DISEASE MANAGEMENT 

The conceptual framework proposed here is in keeping with and 

builds upon the definition of disease management provided by the Disease 
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Management Association of America (DMAA) and the MacColl Institute for 

Healthcare Innovation’s Chronic Care Model. Figure 4.1 displays the 

conceptual framework. Disease management is pictured as a patient-

centered approach consisting of three building blocks: 

1. The provision of actionable data to patients and their providers 

2. Education, primarily of patients but to some degree of their 

providers about their disease and its treatment based on the 

latest medical evidence 

3. The provision of social and emotional support to patients to 

enable them to act on the newly gained information. 

Routine provision of these interventions makes patients more 

knowledgeable about their disease and their general health status and 

empowers them to act upon the newly gained knowledge. This affects both 

their own health-related behaviors, such as compliance with treatment 

regimes, diet and exercise, and their interactions with their providers, 

i.e. patients become a more active partner in health care decisions 

rather than passive recipients of care. This new role for patients, in 

combination with provider-directed data and education, influences the 

way patients receive health services as well as the specific services 

received. For example, treatment decisions may be better aligned with 

patient preferences and providers are reminded to conduct regular tests 

to monitor the patients’ conditions.
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Figure 4.1 - A conceptual framework of disease management. 
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The combination of improved care and behavioral changes would lead 

to improved utilization of health care resources, where improved 

utilization does not necessarily mean the provision of fewer services 

but the provision of the most effective care in the most appropriate 

setting.  This may occur through a reallocation of services from crisis 

response (ER, hospitalization) to proactive management (tests, 

outpatient visits, preventive care). It could also reduce the burden of 

disease by slowing the progression of chronic conditions and possibly 

even by reducing their prevalence. More efficient utilization and 

reduced morbidity would lead to both better health related quality of 

life for patients and a reduction in cost. The two components of cost 

reduction would be the reduction of direct medical cost and, for 

employers, a reduction in the non-medical cost of illness, such as loss 

of productivity. 

4.3 THE CHALLENGE OF ATTRIBUTION 

A key challenge for performance reporting of disease management 

programs is to attribute observed changes in measures to the 

intervention. In a research context, this is usually done by contrasting 

the results in the intervention group to those in a control group, but 

disease management programs that are implemented in an operational 

setting do not usually have a control group available that would allow 

assessing which portion of the results is attributable to the 

intervention and which portion is due to changes in such factors as 

inflation, demand for services, the mix and prevalence of diseases, and 

aging in the population. Figure 4.2 presents a broad categorization of 

attribution methods with increasing scientific rigor, but decreasing 

practicability outside of a research setting.

The choice of an attribution strategy will largely be driven by 

availability of data. Obviously, experimental and quasi-experimental 

approaches are the most rigorous way of attributing observed changes to 

the intervention, if a control or comparison group exists. In its 

absence, we would recommend the use of benchmark data as rough estimates 
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for secular trends and statistical adjustments to the degree possible, 

but acknowledge that appropriate data will not always be available. It 

should be emphasized that the categories are not mutually exclusive, 

i.e. they can be combined into an overall method. For example, even a 

quasi-experiment approach would typically utilize adjustments for 

patient mix and/or inflation to estimate cost savings. 

Intervention Data Only 

In some cases, in particular if collection of the required data is 

tied to the intervention itself, attribution is not possible in the 

first observation period. In this case, one would report the data from 

the first observation period as baseline and use changes from the 

baseline for attribution.

Unadjusted Pre-Post Comparison 

Under this method, pre-intervention data are required for the 

treatment group. The effect of the intervention is expressed as the 

difference between the performance along an indicator in the pre-

intervention period and the intervention period(s). For example, direct 

medical costs incurred by the treatment group in the intervention year 

are simply subtracted from the costs in the baseline year to estimate 

savings. While the method is obviously easy to implement, making it the 

most common attribution strategy in disease management, it has severe 

limitations because it fails to account for factors such as changes in 

prices, secular trends in care practices and changes in the composition 

of the treatment group over time.
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Figure 4.2 - Methods of Attributing Observed Effects to an Intervention 
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Benchmarking

Benchmarking uses estimates derived from other sources to put the 

results obtained through a pre-post comparison into perspective. For 

example, if the pre-post comparison suggested a five-percent cost 

decrease and a benchmark experienced a two-percent increase in the same 

period, the estimated effect of the intervention would be seven percent. 

Groups for benchmarking can be chosen based on such characteristics as 

medical condition, geographic area, age, and year. They are available 

through publicly available sources such as the Medical Expenditure Panel 

Survey (MEPS), research projects or commercial sources and can be based 

on surveys or claims data. Even rough estimates of historical 

performance in the intervention group could serve as a benchmark.

While falling short of a formal adjustment method, benchmarking 

allows in theory to account for various effects that may mask the true 

effect of the intervention, such as secular trends in spending and 

market- and disease-specific changes. It is able, however, to do so only 

if the benchmarking data have been derived from a population similar 

enough to the intervention group. This is usually not the case, as, for 

instance, research studies and the MEPS typically provide dated 

information and may not match the characteristics of the disease 

management population.

Statistical Adjustment 

Statistical adjustment tries to account for the effect of 

observable and measurable characteristics to get a more precise and 

unbiased estimate of the treatment effect. Such adjustment can be as 

simple as adjusting direct medical costs for inflation to complex 

statistical modeling to correct for changes in patient casemix over 

time.  An application of this attribution method is discussed in greater 

detail in Section 5.7 and Appendix C.

Quasi-Experimental Approaches 

These designs require a control group that should be as similar as 

possible to the intervention group but do not require random assignment. 

Opportunities for such analyses sometimes arise through natural 
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experiments, such as staggered enrollment in a disease management 

program, or though the availability of administrative data for a 

population not exposed to disease management. If the natural experiment 

results in balanced treatment and comparison groups the analysis can 

proceed as if a randomized experiment was performed. If the treatment 

and comparison groups are not perfectly similar various 

analytical approaches are possible to adjust for the differences; we 

outline here the difference-in-differences approach to exemplify the 

general approach (Figure 4.3). Others are propensity scores or other 

case matching methods. 

In the difference-in-differences approach, for example, direct 

medical costs are calculated for both the treatment and control groups 

in both the year prior to the DM intervention and the first year into 

the intervention. For both groups, the costs in the intervention year 

are subtracted from the costs in the baseline year, forming the first 

differences (A-B and C-D for the treatment and control groups, 

respectively, Figure 4.3). The difference within the control group (C-D) 

is then subtracted from the difference within the treatment group (A-B), 

forming the difference-in-differences estimate. As a measure of 

differential change the difference-in-differences estimate is able to 

account for secular trends in spending and utilization, an important 

contribution in light of the strong upward trend towards higher cost of 

medical care. Thus, it is able to attribute savings to the intervention, 

even if the simple pre-post comparison had suggested a cost increase.

Experimental Designs 

The most unbiased estimate of the treatment effect is obtained 

through experimental designs in which study participants are randomly 

assigned to the intervention and control arms. Assuming adequate 

randomization, the simple pre-post comparison represents the treatment 

effect. However, this approach is rarely available outside of research 
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or demonstration projects, such as the Medicare Health Support 

Demonstration1.

Figure 4.3 - The difference-in-differences method. 

1 Data from such randomized trials, however, can and should be used 
to estimate the bias that less rigorous evaluation methods introduce by 
comparing results derived from the randomized trial to hypothetical 
results that the intervention would have yielded, if there had been no 
control group.
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5. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FRAMEWORK 

A comprehensive measurement system should capture the essential 

components of the conceptual framework within the bounds of parsimony to 

minimize the burden of collecting and reporting data. As mentioned 

above, we will therefore assess for each of the categories whether 

measures should be included in the reporting system by applying the 

following three criteria: 

1. Relevance: Is the category a key element in decision-making?  Are 

the results of sufficient interest to users of the reporting 

system to justify the added cost and complexity of including 

measures for it?

2. Measures Availability: For a category deemed relevant, are there 

established and scientifically sound measures available to capture 

performance along this category?

3. Feasibility: Do data sources available (or potentially available) 

to CorSolutions allow constructing a sufficient number of measures 

for the respective category with reasonable effort? 

The evaluation criteria are being applied in a hierarchical manner, 

i.e. if a criterion is judged not to be met, the following ones are not 

being discussed. If we recommend measures for a category, we briefly 

comment on operational issues.

5.1 INFORMATION, EDUCATION AND EMOTIONAL SUPPORT 

Relevance

For a disease management intervention to function well the core 

elements of the intervention, i.e. the provision of information, 

education and support to patients and also to providers, must be well 

designed and executed. Management of a disease management program is 

likely to find reports about the operation of their program of interest 

for internal quality improvement, but clients may be principally 

interested in whether the intervention achieves its intended results. 

And given the paucity of research, it is unknown how well particular 
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program components predict relevant end results. We therefore recommend 

that these categories not be included in an external performance 

reporting system.

5.2 SELF-EFFICACY 

Relevance

Self-efficacy is a person’s judgment of his or her ability to 

perform a behavior in a given situation (Bandura, 1977, 1997). Unless 

people believe that they can produce a desired effect by their own 

actions, they have little motivation to act or persevere in the face of 

obstacles.  Self-efficacy beliefs influence the behaviors individuals 

choose, how much effort they invest in those behaviors, how long they 

persist at those behaviors in the face of barriers, and the level of 

accomplishment they realize (Bandura, 1977).  Although self-efficacy 

perceptions are not the only determinant of behavior change – 

individuals must also have the appropriate knowledge, skills, and 

incentives (Bandura, 1977) – they are often found to be the best 

predictor of people’s actions (e.g., see McKusick et al., 1986).

A growing body of literature clearly demonstrates that self-

efficacy is a consistent, independent predictor of an individual’s 

intentions and actions with regard to the initiation and maintenance of 

healthy behavior (see Bandura, 1997 and Schwarzer, 1992) for reviews).

In the Appendix, we briefly review some of the literature that 

demonstrates the importance of self-efficacy in smoking cessation, 

weight management, physical activity, and adherence to treatment 

regimens, four behaviors that are targeted by disease management 

interventions, and discuss the measurement of self-efficacy with regard 

to these behaviors.  Before that, however, we make some general points 

about the measurement of self-efficacy.

Self-efficacy is not only an important intermediary outcome; it is 

an important outcome in and of itself.  In organizational training, 

self-efficacy is considered an important outcome measure of learning 

(Kraiger, Ford, & Salas, 1993).  Likewise, in health behavior change, 

increases in self-efficacy are a direct indicator of treatment success.

If treatment is successful, patients should become increasingly 
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confident of their ability to change maladaptive patterns of behavior 

and to implement and maintain new healthful ones.  Moreover, measurement 

of this construct is consistent with the theoretical foundations on 

which many disease management interventions are built.  One of the main 

theoretical bases of CorSolutions’ interventions, for example, is social 

cognitive theory, in which the notion of self-efficacy plays a pivotal 

role.  Measures of self-efficacy, in addition to traditional health 

outcomes, provide a comprehensive assessment of treatment effects.

Self-efficacy is not a global perception that functions across 

behaviors and situations.  Self-efficacy judgments are specific to the 

behaviors that must be enacted in the situations in which they occur 

(Bandura, 1977, 1986, Hofstetter et al.1990, Murphy et al. 1995, O’Leary 

1985).  Accordingly, Bandura has argued that self-efficacy measurement 

should be specific both to the situations in which the behavior will 

take place and the level of challenge in that situation (Bandura, 1991). 

Single-item measures of self-efficacy that do not require 

individuals to consider the situations under which behavior is to occur 

are inconsistent with Bandura’s (Bandura, 1977, 1997) conceptualization 

of self-efficacy.  Such measures are also ineffective predictors of 

behavioral change (e.g., see Forsyth & Carey, 1998).  To achieve high 

predictive validity, it is necessary to measure self-efficacy with 

multiple items representing a variety of contexts in which the behavior 

is to occur and different gradations of difficulty.  For example, self-

efficacy to resist overeating should not be reduced to a single judgment 

about one’s ability to resist overeating.  One’s ability to resist 

overeating may depend on whether one is alone or in the company of 

others, how one is feeling (e.g., anxiety and depression are known to 

promote overeating), and the time of day under consideration (e.g., 

controlling one’s eating in the evening is often harder than during the 

day).  Details such as these must be represented in measures of self-

efficacy to achieve reliable prediction of behavior. 

Measures Availability 

Self-efficacy measures consistent with Bandura’s conceptualization 

have been developed in each of the areas of interest to disease 
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management interventions.  We propose to include measures for the 

following four areas in a disease management report card. These measures 

are described in detail in Appendix A.

Smoking Cessation 

Weight Management 

Exercise and Physical Activity 

Treatment Adherence 

Feasibility

All suggested measures would require dedicated data collection and 

a modification of the currently used data collection protocols for 

obtaining data on self-efficacy.  Self-efficacy scales would be included 

in the telephonic intervention for all high acuity patients.  We 

anticipate that administration of the self-efficacy scales will take 

approximately 2-3 minutes per scale.

Operational Issues 

Self-efficacy should be measured in all areas at the time of 

patient enrollment patients or shortly thereafter.  Beyond this baseline 

measurement, self-efficacy should be measured every two months, using a 

staggered measurement schedule so that a patient completes only one or 

two self-efficacy scales per assessment.  This staggered measurement 

schedule reduces the time needed to measure self-efficacy during any one 

phone call, and assures that a few measurements are obtained for each 

patient on each self-efficacy scale during the average length of 

enrollment in the high acuity program (i.e., 6-9 months).  Questions 

regarding self-efficacy for treatment adherence would be asked of all 

patients.  Questions regarding smoking cessation, healthy eating, and 

physical activity would be asked only for those patients who are 

receiving interventions for these behaviors (e.g., if a patient is not 

actively engaged in weight management, self-efficacy for weight 

management need not be measured).

For consistency, all of the self-efficacy instruments included in 

Appendix A can be completed using the same response scale.  We recommend 
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the 5-point scale ranging from “not at all confident” to “extremely 

confident” used in the smoking cessation self-efficacy scale by Velicer 

and colleagues (Appendix A). 

We recognize that the instruments we have suggested may be too 

lengthy for practical purposes.  In some cases, shorter instruments have 

been tested or recommended (i.e., smoking abstinence and exercise self-

efficacy) but in other cases (weight management and treatment self-

efficacy) they have not.  Even the 9-item smoking abstinence instrument 

might be somewhat too long. For these cases, we recommend that research 

to validate shorter instruments.  This can be done by administering the 

full instruments to a large sample of people and using a method such as 

principal components analysis to determine what items best comprise a 

valid, shorter instrument (e.g., see Hodgins, Maticka-Tyndale, El-

Gueybaly, & West, 1993).  Once a smaller set of items has been selected, 

the scale should be validated by assessing its association with relevant 

health outcomes (e.g., reduction in smoking; increase in physical 

activity).

5.3 KNOWLEDGE 

Relevance

Improving participants’ knowledge about their health is an 

important avenue through which disease management programs try to 

achieve behavior change. In that, it would seem appropriate to determine 

whether and to what degree knowledge improves as a result of disease 

management interventions. However, we do not recommend including such 

measures in a report card for two reasons. First, knowledge is regarded 

as a distal factor predicting health behavior change (in comparison, for 

example, to self-efficacy) (Bandura, 1977).  Therefore, knowledge fails 

to meet our criterion of being established as a direct or proximal 

predictor of desirable end results. Second, the cost of identifying or 

developing knowledge measures for all of the conditions that  disease 

management addresses would be enormous.  Moreover, measuring whether the 

interventions enhance patient knowledge is best performed using 

equivalent forms rather than administering the same test repeatedly.

Administering knowledge tests also increases the cost of the 
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intervention.  Third, administering a knowledge test is evocative of the 

Socratic method, which is inconsistent with the participative approach 

that is typically used in disease management interventions.  We 

recommend that nurses ask questions regarding knowledge of how to manage 

their conditions in routine exchanges with patients, but we do not 

recommend incorporating formal knowledge tests into a report card. 

5.4 HEALTH RELATED BEHAVIOR 

Relevance

Changing health-related behaviors is a central goal for a patient-

centered approach like disease management. Thus, measuring those changes 

conveys important information to disease management clients about how 

well the intervention affects patients’ risk profiles. In addition, many 

heath-related behaviors have a proven link to better health outcomes.

Measures Availability 

Disease management programs commonly report measures that reflect 

health-related behaviors. We propose the following 10 measures that are 

all commonly used in this field.

Some important gaps in measurement remain. For example, an 

important goal for disease management is to improve patients’ diet both 

to bring it in line with specific requirements of their condition (e.g., 

salt intake restriction in CHF, Bread Unit schedule in diabetics) and to 

improve health in general (e.g., weight loss programs). Many well-

established dietary schemes exist, such as the DASH-diet for 

hypertension, but standardized measures that track compliance with such 

diets are lacking.

For all participants: 

Smoking2

2 Definitions adapted from the Canadian Tobacco Use Monitoring 
Survey (CTUMS) (http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/hecs-
sesc/tobacco/research/ctums/term.html accessed September 30, 2004) 
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o Rate of daily smokers

o Proportion of daily smokers who quit successfully for 

less than a year 

o Proportion of daily smokers who quit successfully for 

more than a year 

Exercise3

o Proportion of participants engaging in at least 30 min of 

at least moderate activity daily if medically possible4.

Alternatively, this measure could be specified as the 

average number of days that participants engaged in 30 

minutes or more of at least moderate activity?

o Proportion of participants engaging in at least 60 min of 

at least moderate activity daily if medically possible5.

Alternatively, this measure could be specified as the 

average number of days that participants engaged in 60 

minutes or more of at least moderate activity?

Obesity

o Proportion of overweight participants (25<BMI<30)6

o Proportion of obese participants (BMI=>30)7

o Proportion of overweight and obese participants who lose 

at least 10% of their body weight over a year8.

3 The targets have been defined for the general population. 
Exercise targets for participants with advanced disease would have to be 
operationalized differently. 

4 Target recommended for general health by the IOM (Food and 
Nutrition Board, Institutes of Medicine, Dietary Reference Intakes for 
Energy, Carbohydrate, Fiber, Fat, Fatty Acids, Cholesterol, Protein, and 
Amino Acids (Macronutrients), Washington, D.C., 2002) 

5 Target recommended for weight control by the IOM (Food and 
Nutrition Board, Institutes of Medicine, Dietary Reference Intakes for 
Energy, Carbohydrate, Fiber, Fat, Fatty Acids, Cholesterol, Protein, and 
Amino Acids (Macronutrients), Washington, D.C., 2002) 

6 As defined by the CDC 
(http://www.cdc.gov/nccdphp/dnpa/obesity/defining.htm accessed September 
30, 2004) 

7 As defined by the CDC 
(http://www.cdc.gov/nccdphp/dnpa/obesity/defining.htm accessed September 
30, 2004) 
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Two additional health-related behaviors that would be interesting 

to include in a report card are compliance with dietary restrictions and 

medication regimens, but it appears difficult to measure those with the 

reliability and validity required for a reporting system. Objective 

measurement approaches for medication compliance have been introduced 

for drug trials, such as unannounced pill counts or electronic devices 

that record when a drug container is being opened, but don’t seem 

suitable for the disease management context. Medication adherence is 

thus commonly measured by asking patients whether they take their drugs, 

which is prone to error, e.g. because patients may genuinely believe 

that they comply but misunderstood the instructions or because patients 

may give socially desirable answers. The latter error might be 

particularly problematic in the disease management setting, as 

participants might become more likely to affirm their compliance, if 

their disease management nurse asks them repeatedly about it. More 

complex survey tools have been developed, such as the Medication 

Adherence Self-Report Inventory, but not yet widely tested (Walsh et al. 

2002). Thus, there is so far no widely accepted, valid and reliable 

method to track medication compliance over time based on self-reporting, 

as it would be required for a report card. A possible approach would be 

to combine patient self-reports, analysis of drug claims for refills 

patterns and medication adherence self-efficacy.

Documenting adherence to dietary restrictions based on self-

reporting is fraught with similar measurement problems. It also requires 

asking participants about their compliance with several different 

restrictions, depending on their constellation of diseases (e.g., low 

cholesterol, low salt and a bread unit schedule). To avoid asking 

directly for compliance but to document eating patterns based on self-

report, Food Frequency Questionnaires have been developed that ask 

                                                                        
8 Target recommended by the U.S. Surgeon General 

(http://www.surgeongeneral.gov/topics/obesity/calltoaction/fact_advice.h
tm accessed September 30, 2004) 
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patients how often they consumed certain food items9. But their 

reliability has also been questioned (Schaefer et al. 2000). An even 

more involved method is a food diary that requires patients to document 

their food consumption on a daily basis. Further research would be 

necessary to determine which method could realistically be applied to 

disease management population and how to construct measures from the 

data.

Congestive heart failure (CHF) 

o Proportion of participants who measure their weight 

daily10. Alternatively, this measure could be specified as 

the average number of days that participants measured 

their weight?

Diabetes mellitus 

o Proportion of diabetics who self-monitor blood glucose 

(SMBG) at least daily11

Feasibility

Because these measures rely on patient self-report, they require 

dedicated data collection. Most of the required data elements are 

currently collected by disease management operators or could be 

collected with limited additional effort.

Operational Issues 

9 See for example, 
http://www.jhbmc.jhu.edu/weight/forms/foodfrequency.pdf accessed October 
7, 2004.

10 As recommended by the 2002 ACC/AHA guideline 
(http://www.acc.org/clinical/guidelines/failure/hf_index.htm accessed 
September 30, 2004) 

11 According to a recent guideline, this is a minimum requirement. 
More frequent tests are required for type I diabetics, type II diabetics 
on insulin and patients who modify their regimen. However, the role of 
SMBG in type II diabetics who are stable on diet alone is not 
established. (Goldstein DE, Little RR, Lorenz RA, Malone JI, Nathan DM, 
Peterson CM. Tests of glycemia in diabetes. Diabetes Care 2004 
Jan;27(Suppl 1):S91-3.) 
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The nurses soliciting the required information from disease 

management participants would have to strictly adhere to the pre-defined 

format of the questions to ensure reliable data collection. 

5.5 PROCESSES OF CLINICAL CARE 

Relevance

 Measures of clinical processes of care, or process measures, 

convey whether care is provided in accordance with established medical 

standards, usually by reporting the percentage of opportunities in which 

the appropriate clinical process is delivered. While they represent an 

intermediate result of the intervention, reporting them to clients would 

be desirable for two reasons. First, process measures are more sensitive 

to changes in care than outcomes measures and will thus be able to 

capture an effect of the intervention earlier and with greater 

statistical power. Second, a key requirement in the rigorous development 

of process measures is that there is empirical evidence or at least 

professional consensus that the selected care processes have a 

meaningful effect on outcomes, so that the required link between 

improved processes as intermediate results and outcomes of care is 

present.

Measures Availability 

  Given the great interest in quality of care, a large number 

of process measures have been developed in recent years. For the most 

common conditions, there is even consensus emerging about which process 

measures to use. To some degree this consensus is implicit, i.e. most 

researchers and measures developers in a given field keep measuring the 

same construct with slight variants of measures. In some areas, there 

have been explicit consensus processes. For example, the National 

Diabetes Quality Improvement Alliance, a voluntary collaboration of 

organizations12 that are concerned about the care of diabetes patients, 

12. These organizations include: Agency for Healthcare Research 
and Quality; American Academy of Family Physicians; American Association 
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has formally converged on a core list of nine measures that address the 

most important aspects of good diabetes care13.

As the number of measures that could potentially be considered for 

inclusion in a disease management report card is quite large, we started 

by reviewing the measures for six major chronic conditions that are 

contained in three measurement systems: the measures currently used by 

CorSolutions, the measures proposed by the American Healthways/Johns 

Hopkins University collaboration and the applicable measures of RAND’s 

QA Tools system, a comprehensive quality measurement system with 439 

process measures.  The six conditions are: 

Coronary artery disease (CAD) 

Congestive heart failure (CHF) 

Hypertension

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) 

Asthma

Diabetes mellitus 

We assessed for each unique measure, i.e. a measure that was 

designed to capture a distinct process of care, whether the clinical 

evidence supporting the measure was adequate and whether it was 

plausible to hold a disease management program accountable for the 

performance on this measure.

We found substantial overlap between the three systems in that 17 

(25%) of the 69 potentially applicable measures were included in all 

three systems and 19 (27%) were included in two systems, albeit usually 

with slightly different operational definitions. Based on our review, we 

recommend including 53 clinical process measures for the six conditions 

                                                                        
of Clinical Endocrinologists; American College of Physicians; American 
Diabetes Association; American Medical Association; Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention; Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services; 
Joint Commission on Accreditation of Health Care Organizations; National 
Committee for Quality Assurance; National Institute of Diabetes and 
Digestive and Kidney Diseases; The Endocrine Society; U.S. Department of 
Veteran Affairs. 

13 http://www.nationaldiabetesalliance.org/Final2004Measures.pdf
accessed October 15, 2004
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in a disease management report card. All conditions except hypertension 

are well covered by the recommended set of indicators, as each condition 

has at least 9 measures that capture aspects of prevention, diagnosis 

and treatment of the respective condition. To comprehensively reflect 

clinical processes in care for hypertensive patients that are under 

control of a disease management program, additional research would be 

needed, as only one applicable measure for treatment of hypertension 

could be identified14.  One the other hand, one could argue that 

measuring blood pressure control alone would be sufficient for quality 

measurement purposes. Table 5.1 lists those measures. A summary of how 

those measures map into the three systems and the rationale for our 

recommendations can be found in Appendix B.

Table 5.1. Clinical Process Indicators 

14 A search of the National Quality Measures Clearinghouse also 
failed to yield additional applicable measures.
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Coronary Artery Disease  [ n = 12 ] 
Prevention
 Proportion of participants who receive smoking cessation counseling 
 Proportion of participants who receive screening for diabetes 
 Proportion of participants who receive a flu vaccination 
Proportion of participants who receive pneumococcal vaccination 
Proportion of participants who receive depression screening 
Diagnosis
 Proportion of participants who receive fasting lipid level 
 Proportion of participants who receive LDL screening 
 Proportion of participants who receive LV function test after AMI 
Treatment
 Proportion of participants with beta blocker usage 
 Proportion of participants in compliance with antiplatelet therapy 
 Proportion of participants who receive lipid lowering therapy 

Proportion of participants who receive ACEI/ARB 

Congestive Heart Failure  [ n = 11 ] 
Prevention
 Proportion of participants who receive flu vaccination 
 Proportion of participants who receive pneumococcal vaccination 
 Proportion of participants who receive warfarin 
Proportion of participants with atrial fibrillation and/or prior 
thromboembolic event who receive warfarin 
 Proportion of participants who receive depression screening 
Proportion of participants screened for depression and referred for 
follow up if
at risk 
Treatment
Proportion of participants with beta blocker usage 
 Proportion of participants with vasodilator usage 
 Proportion of participants with LV EF measurement 
 Proportion of participants on ARB/ACEI who receive annual 
creatinine checks 
 Proportion of participants on ARB/ACEI who receive annual 
potassium checks 

Hypertension  [ n = 1 ] 
Treatment
Proportion of participants who receive depression screening 

Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease  [ n = 9 ] 
Prevention
 Proportion of participants who receive flu vaccination 
 Proportion of participants who receive pneumococcal vaccination 
 Proportion of participants who receive depression screening 
Diagnosis
 Proportion of participants who receive spirometry testing 
Treatment
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 Proportion of participants on bronchodilator 
 Proportion of participants with steroid inhaler use 
Proportion of participants who receive oxygen therapy O2 saturation in 
below 88% at rest 
Proportion of participants on bronchodilators who receive ipratropium 
Proportion of participants who receive spacer use or proper MDI 
instructions

Asthma  [ n = 11 ] 
Prevention
 Proportion of participants who receive flu vaccination 
 Proportion of participants who receive pneumococcal vaccination 
 Proportion of participants who receive depression screening 
Diagnosis
 Proportion of participants who receive spirometry testing 
Proportion of participants on theophylline with a daily dose of >= 600mg 
who
receive routine theophylline level checks 
Treatment
 Proportion of participants on beta agonist or anticholinergics 
Proportion of participants who receive inhalable steroids for 
uncontrolled
asthma
Proportion of participants who receive appropriate use of long-term 
control
medication
 Proportion of participants who receive prescription of rescue 
inhaler
Proportion of participants with moderate to severe asthma in compliance 
with contraindication to
beta-blockers
 Proportion of participants who receive proper instructions of MDI 
use or spacer 

Diabetes Mellitus  [ n = 10 ] 
Prevention
 Proportion of participants receiving lipid testing 
 Proportion of participants having annual foot exam by physician 
 Proportion of participants who receive flu vaccination 
 Proportion of participants who receive pneumococcal vaccination 
 Proportion of participants who receive ASA prophylaxis 
 Proportion of participants who receive depression screening 
Diagnosis
 Proportion of participants having dilated eye exams annually 
 Proportion of participants having microalbumin testing 
 Proportion of participants receiving biannual HbA1c testing 
Treatment
 Proportion of participants who receive ACEI/ARB for albuminuria 
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Feasibility

A total of 29 of the 53 proposed measures (55%) could potentially 

be constructed from claims data. Thus, any disease management vendor 

with access to and processing capabilities of insurance claims data 

could implement those measures. The remaining 24 measures (45%) require 

data elements that are not typically available from claims and therefore 

require dedicated data collection. Since many of those measures, or 

variants of them, are typically being reported disease management 

operators, we believe that all of them can be derived from data that are 

currently collected or could be collected with reasonable effort.

Operational Issues 

We recommend that all process measures should take the form “number 

of eligible patients receiving a given care process” divided by “number 

of patients eligible for the process” rather than as relative 

improvement over a baseline value for two reasons. First, baseline 

performance will only be available for the measures that can be 

constructed from claims data, while data for the remaining measures will 

only be available for intervention years. Second, expressing performance 

as relative change would fail to bring out measures with high compliance 

rates, because relative improvements will decrease the closer one get to 

full compliance, which is also referred to as ceiling effects. 

5.6 MORBIDITY REDUCTION 

Relevance

Reducing the burden of disease, in particular for patients with 

chronic conditions, is an explicit goal for disease management. 

Measuring patient outcomes to evaluate whether disease management 

achieves this goal is consequently of great relevance for current and 

potential clients of disease management vendors. Morbidity reduction can 

be assessed proximally with measures of disease control in patients with 

chronic disease or proxy outcomes (e.g., glycemic control in diabetics), 

more distally with true outcome measures for those patients (e.g., lower 
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extremity amputation rates in diabetics) and in the very long run with 

measures for the incidence and prevalence of chronic conditions (e.g., 

diabetes prevalence). We would recommend focusing on measures of disease 

control for disease management reporting for three reasons. First, the 

more distal measures will not be very sensitive to the intervention, 

since the required end points occur at a very low rate in a given 

observation period, leading to power problems. Second, an effect of 

disease management on those measures can only be expected after years, 

and precise expectation for those time horizons would have to be derived 

from empirical evidence. Third, factors other than the quality of the 

disease management intervention, in particular baseline patient risk, 

would influence those measures, requiring elaborate risk adjustment 

procedures.

Measures Availability 

There now exist commonly used and widely accepted measures of 

disease control for several chronic conditions and we recommend 

incorporating the 10 measures in a disease management report card. All 

of them are either currently reported by CorSolutions, part of the 

American Healthways/Johns Hopkins University measurement system or 

recommended as criteria for disease control by leading scientific 

organizations.

However, we could not identify any suitable existing measure for 

disease control in COPD and asthma. Also, lacking are measures for 

exercise capacity that would be very important in assessing beneficial 

effects for patients with CHF and COPD. Exercise capacity has 

traditionally been assessed with semi-quantitative, self-reported 

measures, such as number of blocks a patient can walk, but those have 

obvious reliability issues (Enright 2003). The American Thoracic Society 

has now officially endorsed a standardized six-minute walk test to 

measure treatment response in patients with moderate to severe cardiac 
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and pulmonary disease15. The measure has been extensively tested and 

validated and would be well suited to track the effect of the disease 

management intervention, but it would require testing patients at their 

providers and reporting the results back to a disease management 

operator on a regular basis, which does not seem to be feasible.

Coronary Artery Disease: 

LDL cholesterol at target level (<100 mg/dl)16

Blood pressure at target level (<140/90 mmHg)17

Admission rate for angina without procedure18

Congestive Heart Failure: 

Blood pressure at target level (<140/90 mmHg) 19

30-day hospital re-admission rate20

Hypertension

Blood pressure at target level (<140/90 mmHg) 21

15 2002 ATS Statement 
(http://www.thoracic.org/adobe/statements/sixminute.pdf accessed October 
4, 2004) 

16 This is the currently recommended target by the National Lipid 
Association (http://www.lipid.org/clinical/articles/1000015.php accessed 
September 28, 2004) 

17 This is the target currently recommended by the Joint National 
Committee on Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High 
Blood Pressure (JNC 7) 
(http://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/guidelines/hypertension/express.pdf accessed 
September 28, 2004) 

18 This measure is part of the AHRQ QIs 
(http://www.qualitymeasures.ahrq.gov/summary/summary.aspx?doc_id=4632&st
ring=cad  accessed September 30, 2004) 

19 This is the target currently recommended by the Joint National 
Committee on Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High 
Blood Pressure (JNC 7) 
(http://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/guidelines/hypertension/express.pdf accessed 
September 28, 2004) 

20 Recommended by the Canadian Cardiovascular Outcomes Research 
Team/Canadian Society of Cardiology
(http://www.ccort.ca/CCORTCCSCHFabridged.asp accessed September 28, 
2004)
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Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) 

There are several measures for disease severity that have been 

established for COPD. A common pulmonary function parameter is the FEV1,

reflecting airway resistance, which is of great importance for 

determining the stage of the disease in the initial diagnosis22. Patient 

self-reported measures have been developed to complement those test 

results, such as the Baseline Dyspnea Index (BDI) and the Medical 

Research Council (MRC) scales23. More recently, a multidimensional index 

has been proposed, which integrates pulmonary function and other test 

results, patient symptoms and functional capacity and general health 

status measures24. But none of those parameters have been supported as 

measures of disease control so far. In fact, the use of pulmonary 

function tests to track COPD management has been explicitly questioned 

(Celli 2000). Thus, no well-established measure for disease control is 

available for COPD that could be recommended for a disease management 

reporting system. Further work would be needed to establish a measure.

Asthma

Both pulmonary function tests and patient self-reported health and 

functional status25 are acknowledged to be of great relevance in the 

                                                                        
21 This is the target currently recommended by the Joint National 

Committee on Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High 
Blood Pressure (JNC 7) 
(http://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/guidelines/hypertension/express.pdf accessed 
September 28, 2004) 

22 See for example, The 2004 Pocket Guide of the Global Initiative 
for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (http://www.goldcopd.com/ accessed 
October 1, 2004).

23 Mahler DA and Wells CK. Evaluation of clinical methods for 
rating dyspnea. Chest, 1988, Vol. 93, p. 580-586 

24 Celli BR, et al. The Body-Mass Index, Airflow Obstruction, 
Dyspnea, and Exercise Capacity Index in Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary 
Disease. NEJM 2004, Vol. 350, p. 1005-1012 

25 The National Asthma Education and Prevention Program Expert 
Panel Report 2 recommends periodic assessment of functional status, 
signs and symptoms but does not provide a standardized assessment 
instrument.
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monitoring of asthma (Celli 2000). However, no specific measure for 

these constructs has been proposed thus far and established as valid and 

reliable indicator of disease control so that we cannot recommend a 

measure for asthma control, but suggest developmental work in this area.

Diabetes mellitus 

Adequate glycemic control (HbA1c <7.0%)26

Poor glycemic control (HbA1c >9.0%)27

LDL cholesterol at target level (<100 mg/dl) 28

Blood pressure at target level (<130/80 mmHg) 29

Feasibility

Most of the measures will demand dedicated data collection, because 

neither the required level of clinical detail nor test results are 

commonly available from administrative data. Per our initial assessment, 

the required variables are typically collected by disease management 

operators.

Operational Issues 

The target levels in all listed measures must be reviewed on a 

regular basis to keep them in line with the latest recommendations. For 

26 This is the target currently recommended by the American 
Diabetes Association 
(http://www.guideline.gov/summary/summary.aspx?doc_id=4679&nbr=3413&stri
ng=diabetes accessed September 28, 2004) 

27 This is the criterion for poor control currently used by the 
National Committee for Quality Assurance 
(http://www.qualitymeasures.ahrq.gov/summary/summary.aspx?doc_id=457&str
ing=diabetes+AND+ncqa accessed September 28, 2004) 

28 This is the target currently recommended by the Joint National 
Committee on Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High 
Blood Pressure (JNC 7) 
(http://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/guidelines/hypertension/express.pdf accessed 
September 28, 2004) 

29 This is the target currently recommended by the Joint National 
Committee on Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High 
Blood Pressure (JNC 7) 
(http://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/guidelines/hypertension/express.pdf accessed 
September 28, 2004) 
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patients with multiple chronic conditions, the most stringent target 

should be used, e.g. the target blood pressure for a diabetic with 

hypertension should be 130/80 mmHg. We recommend that all disease 

control measures should take the form “number of eligible patients 

meeting target” divided by “number of eligible patients”. 

5.7 REDUCTION OF UTILIZATION AND DIRECT MEDICAL COST 

Relevance

As optimizing utilization and reducing medical cost are the very 

purpose of disease management interventions, the relevance of measures 

in this category is high for clients and potential clients.

Measures Availability 

All Disease Management vendors report cost and utilization measures 

to current and future clients, typically disaggregated by types of 

service and patient condition. We recommend using the following measures 

that are similar to the ones currently used by CorSolutions and those 

proposed by American Healthways/Johns Hopkins University.

Number of physician office visits per 1000 participants per year 

(overall, overall observed minus expected, by condition) 

Number of ER visits per 1000 participants per year (overall, 

overall observed minus expected, by condition) 

Number of hospital admissions per 1000 participants per year 

(overall, overall observed minus expected, by condition) 

Number of hospital days per 1000 participants per year (overall, 

overall observed minus expected, by condition) 

Number of drug claims per 1000 participants per year (overall, 

overall observed minus expected, by condition) 

Total medical cost PMPM (overall, overall observed minus expected, 

by condition) 

Total prescription drug cost PMPM (overall, overall observed minus 

expected, by condition) 

Total inpatient cost PMPM (overall, overall observed minus 

expected, by condition) 
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Total ER cost PMPM (overall, overall observed minus expected, by 

condition)

Total outpatient cost PMPM (overall, overall observed minus 

expected, by condition) 

Feasibility

All recommended measures could be calculated from standard health 

insurance claims and enrollment data. Estimating expected cost requires 

software for statistical modeling and patient risk stratification.

Operational Issues 

A. Data Cleaning

Like others that have addressed this issue (Linden 2003), we 

recommend that cost and utilization measures should be constructed for 

full observation years rather than shorter time periods to avoid 

seasonal effects. A run-off period of at least three months should be 

allowed after each observation year to ensure that the claims database 

is complete.

Also, disease management vendors should request information about 

the claims adjucation process from the originator of the data. There are 

three different ways how adjucation can be reflected in claims data: 

1. Overwrite the initial claim with a corrected one 

2. Add a new claim with the corrected amount to the claims file 

3. Add a new claim with the amount to be adjusted for to the 

claims file 

Those three adjustment procedures imply different ways of handling 

potential duplicate claims, i.e. claims with the same service date and 

identical provider, service and diagnosis codes. The first procedure 

should not lead to such duplicates, the second would imply that the 

claim with the latest file date should be used, and the third that the 

sum over such claims should be calculated to get to the paid amount.

B. Estimation of Cost and Utilization Reduction 
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 The challenge of attribution is particularly salient for those 

measures, as they are at the core of performance reporting for disease 

management programs. Changes in utilization and spending can result from 

many other factors or confounders than the disease management 

intervention, such as changes in patient mix, available technology 

(e.g., new and expensive drugs and devices entering the market), 

benefits design (e.g., changes in co-payments or stricter utilization 

review by a health plan) and concurrent interventions (e.g., nurse 

advice lines offered by a health plan). As mentioned above, 

disentangling the effect of disease management from the effect of such 

others factors requires a comparison group that corrects for those 

factors. Without a comparison group attribution is challenging, further 

complicated by the fact that attrition may result in substantial changes 

from the pre-intervention population to the population of the 

intervention years. Year-on-year attrition rates for health plans are 

known to be as high as 30%, and, while job tenure tends to be longer, 

turnover can be substantial 

We recommend to use statistical modeling adjust for the impact of 

patient mix, i.e. changes in disease severity and demographics, to 

control for at least one important set of confounding variables. The 

approach is described in full technical detail in Appendix C.

In short, we determine in each year whether a given patient has or 

has not received care for a given condition and how severe the condition 

was based on their medical claims and create so-called disease markers. 

Those disease markers will be derived from commercially available 

software, such as the ERGs or DxCGs. We estimate in the baseline year, 

i.e. the year prior to the disease management intervention, to what 

degree the presence of a condition of given severity, expressed by the 

disease markers, influenced the cost and utilization of this patient. In 

other words, the disease markers serve as multipliers that increase or 

decrease cost for a given patient compared to a baseline and the model 

estimates how large a multiplier each disease marker is. The multipliers 

are then applied to all patients in the intervention year(s), i.e. we 

calculate their predicted cost/utilization based on their diagnoses in 

those years. This approach allows adjusting for changes in the patient 
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population’s demographic and casemix over time, even in the presence of 

attrition, and represents a substantial improvement of an unadjusted 

pre-post comparison.

However, two substantial limitations remain: First, the method can 

be described as reflecting the expected cost of the intervention-year 

population at baseline-year conditions. The baseline-year conditions are 

influenced, among others, by available technology, benefit structure and 

other cost-containment measures. To the degree that the conditions 

change, the estimate provided by the method may over- or underestimate 

the effect of the intervention. Second, to the degree that the disease 

markers are influenced by utilization patterns, the categorization of 

patients in the intervention year can already reflect an effect of the 

intervention. This would bias the estimates downward. Thus, the 

estimates derived by this approach are likely to constitute a lower 

bound of the actual effect and need to be interpreted in conjunction 

with information about secular cost trends.

C. Defining the Analytic Sample 

Much of the controversy around disease management has resulted from 

measuring performance based on biased samples of patients (Lewis, 2003). 

Bias occurs if an unobservable or unmeasured characteristic of a patient 

makes it simultaneously more or less likely that s/he has a 

positive/negative treatment effect and a higher/lower probability of 

responding well to the intervention. For example, in the early days of 

disease management it was quite common to only include patients in the 

analysis who agreed to participate in the program. It is reasonable to 

assume that this participant cohort has a higher, unobservable or 

unmeasured, and intrinsic motivation to take care of their health. Thus, 

they are more likely to benefit from an intervention than the overall 

patient population and the described comparison strategy overstates the 

true effect of the intervention.

Also, some disease management vendors used to include only patients 

with the high cost in the baseline period in their analysis, as they 

concentrated their efforts on this group. Those may be patients who had 

been hospitalized in the base period. However, since high-cost events in 
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medical care tend to be non-recurring, a certain proportion of those 

patients would end up with lower cost in the next period regardless of 

the intervention, commonly referred to as regression to the mean. 

Consequently, this method tends to overstate the results of the 

intervention. Several other similarly problematic methods have been 

used, such as restricting the type of claims to be considered or using 

very short comparison periods. For example, some disease management 

vendors have restricted the claims included in their analyses to those 

that are specific to a disease, such as annual eye examinations for 

diabetics. This type of limitation ignores the impact that a specific 

disease has on other aspects of health and does not provide a true 

picture of the change in a person’s health and their costs (Stone, 

1999).

A solution has been suggested by American Healthways/Johns Hopkins 

University (American Healthways 2002). Their methodology suggests that 

each eligible patient should be included in the analysis (intent-to-

treat), that every claim be counted and that a full year’s worth of 

claims for each patient should be analyzed in the base and intervention 

periods (American Healthways 2002), thus eliminating many sources of 

bias.

One source of bias, however, remains possible, because the method 

includes patients only after they have revealed themselves as having the 

disease by filing a claim with the respective diagnosis, but retains 

them in the sample, even if they do not file a claim in the following 

period(s)30. The consequence is that the savings estimate may be biased 

upward: no patient with zero claims is included in the base period, but 

some patients with zero claims are included in the intervention period. 

The estimated cost per patient will therefore be lower in the 

intervention period, even if nothing else changes and the magnitude of 

30 AH/JHU proposed three different possible populations. Our 
discussion and illustration specifically refer to their “continuous 
population.” Their other two proposals, a “measurement period 
population” and a “dynamic population,” also suffer from biases due to 
the fact that a person eligible for the DM intervention is only included 
in the analysis once they have a medical claim. 
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the bias depends on how many patients move between zero claims and 

positive claims between the two periods.

To address this bias or to get at least an idea of its magnitude, 

the Disease Management Purchasing Consortium (DMPC) recently proposed a 

diagnostic method, the DMPC diagnostic (Lewis 2003). It compares the 

cost in the respective high-cost categories in the base and intervention 

years, based on the argument that effective disease management should 

reduce the probability of patients ending up in this category and reduce 

cost even if they do.  While the method has some plausibility because 

most medical spending is highly concentrated in a few patients and 

because it avoids the differential dilution problem of the American 

Healthways/Johns Hopkins University method, some questions remain. First 

and foremost, as the authors themselves state, the approach is a 

diagnostic to estimate the bias introduced by the American 

Healthways/Johns Hopkins University method, not an independent method to 

estimate cost savings. Second, it is highly sensitive to the definition 

of the high-cost group and requires the ability to clearly differentiate 

those patients.

We thus recommend overcoming this problem by using a true 

population-based approach, which includes all hypothetically eligible 

patients or the entire population of a given client regardless of 

whether they have a claim for a disease in either observation period31.

Since it is devoid of any selection into the analytic sample, this 

source of bias is eliminated. The main challenge to this method is the 

problem of power or the ability to detect an effect, because the group 

actually receiving the intervention represents just a small part of the 

analytic sample, leading to a potentially large noise to signal ratio. 

Thus, to successfully employ this method three conditions have to be 

met:

31 Conceptually, this approach is similar to a common industry practice to use predicted cost for 
patients without any of the managed conditions as a benchmark to compare changes in the managed 
population against. The RAND approach, however, consolidates those two steps into one estimation 
procedure.  
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1. Statistical adjustments, as described above, must be used to 

account for changes in case mix and severity of managed and 

unmanaged conditions. 

2. The disease(s) under management must be prevalent enough to ensure 

sufficient power32.

3. Formal power calculations have to be conducted to ensure that the 

sample size is large enough to provide sufficient statistical 

power33.

While the method does add considerably to the analytic complexity 

in the design, the steps can largely be automated, and it has some 

theoretically attractive properties: 

1. As mentioned above, many sources of bias are eliminated. 

2. It can accommodate health promotion programs, whose 

participants may have zero claims in the base period.

3. As it uses individual level data, it allows both to assess 

overall effects on the total population and the effects of 

distinguishable intervention components and effects on 

patient groups. For example, if an employer client uses 

several vendors simultaneously to manage the health of its 

workforce (such as health risk assessment and disease 

management), unique contribution of those different programs 

can be captured in the model34. Similarly, subgroup analyses, 

such as diabetics only, can be conducted.

4. It is consistent with the evaluation designs that the 

Medicare system tends to prefer, as the evaluator of 

Medicare demonstrations is usually asked to assess the 

32 This will be the case for the common chronic conditions that are 

typically managed, but not for rare disorders.
33 This should not be a problem for health plan clients, but smaller 

employers may not have a sufficiently large sample.  
34 The following types of intervention components are commonly 

used: health risk assessment and management, lifestyle management, 
demand management/nurse line, disease management and case management.
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effect on the full Medicare population regardless of 

eligibility or participation. 

However, before adopting this method, we recommend empirically 

evaluating whether the gain in precision of the estimates justifies the 

increase in complexity. In other words, if the savings estimates derived 

by this method were close to the ones derived by a simple pre-post 

comparison, one would conclude that the magnitude of selection bias is 

small and could be ignored for practical purposes. If this were the 

result of the empirical evaluation, we would not recommend that disease 

management vendors and operators use such an elaborate methodology. As 

mentioned, any method that evaluates disease management effects without 

the use of a control group is prone to error and bais should be 

benchmarked against results derived from a controlled trial. 

5.8 IMPACT OF HEALTH ON PRODUCTIVITY 

Relevance

The cost of chronic illnesses to employers is not limited to direct 

medical costs, but also includes lost productivity due to days in which 

employees are absent (absenteeism) or working at a reduced capacity 

(presenteeism) because of either their own diseases or their need to 

take care of family members. Several studies have suggested that the 

cost of lost productivity may be several times greater than direct 

medical costs and that presenteeism generates a larger proportion of 

losses than absenteeism (Loeppke et al, 2003;Goetzel et al, 2004a; EHC, 

1999). For example, in a meta-analysis of seven studies that estimated 

productivity losses from ten costly conditions35 with different 

instruments (Goetzel et al, 2004) the overall cost of presenteeism was 

found to range from one fifth to three fifths of the total dollars lost 

to the various conditions, including costs due to absenteeism and direct 

medical costs. The estimates varied widely, however, depending on the 

35 The conditions included in the meta-analysis were allergies, 
arthritis, cancer, depression/sadness/mental illness, diabetes, heart 
disease, hypertension, migraines/headaches, and respiratory disorders. 
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disease and instrument used. The average presenteeism loss per employee 

per year across instruments and diseases was 12% of full productivity, 

with a low of 5.7% and a high of 17.9%. The average absenteeism loss was 

4.3% of full productivity with a low of 0.8% and a high of 10.8%. Heart 

disease caused the smallest presenteeism loss with 6.8% and migraines or 

headaches the highest with 20.5%. Hypertension led to the lowest 

absenteeism loss with 0.4% and depression/ sadness/mental illness led to 

the highest with 10.7%. There was also considerable variance in the 

calculated loss depending on the instrument used: a range of 0.6%-14.0% 

for absenteeism and 10.4%-15.8% for presenteeism. The results of another 

study underscore the importance of the presenteeism portion of overall 

productivity loss: it found that days lost due to presenteeism were 7.5 

times the number of days lost due to absenteeism when seventeen of the 

most prevalent conditions36 in the workplace were considered (EHC, 1999).

Thus, while there is substantial variation across diseases and studies, 

the available evidence underscores the relevance of health-related 

productivity loss for employers and the utility of such measures for a 

disease management report card. Ideally, measures for health-related 

productivity losses would capture both absenteeism and presenteeism and 

express those two parameters in their natural units as well as in 

monetary units. Substantial methodological and data availability issues, 

however, limit our ability to accurately measure those constructs. 

Measures Availability 

We conducted literature and non-literature searches to identify 

existing instruments to measure the impact of health on productivity, 

through both absence form work (absenteeism) and reduced performance 

36 The conditions in the EHC study, by prevalence in the workplace 
in 1999, were as follows: allergy, hypertension, conditions involving 
the neck/upper back/spine, arthritis, conditions of the lower back, 
sciatica, depression, peptic ulcer/acid reflux, migraine, other 
respiratory conditions [than asthma], diabetes, asthma, heart disease, 
high-risk pregnancy, hepatitis, breast cancer, prostate cancer, and 
colon cancer. 
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while at work (presenteeism). We also retrieved related material for 

each identified instrument, such as information on assessment of 

reliability and validity. In addition, we reviewed methods to derive 

monetary estimates from those instruments. Given the recent and rapidly 

developing nature of this field, we also conducted interviews with five 

recognized experts to help us put our findings into perspective and shed 

light on current research trends. 

1. Measuring Absenteeism 

Two different methods are used to gather data information on 

absenteeism: direct measurement (e.g., gathering days lost from payroll 

logs, etc.) and self-reporting. There are limitations and benefits to 

both methods. Direct measurement generates more reliable results, but 

tends be hard to implement because most companies do not routinely 

collect data on days lost from work for each employee. Self-reported 

data can easily be gathered by surveys and have been found to be 

reliable and valid when the recall periods are short, i.e. one or two 

weeks vs. one month (Revicki et al, 1994). Consequently, either 

employer-provided or self-reported days lost from work can be included 

as an absenteeism measure in a disease management reporting system. 

2. Measuring Presenteeism 

Measuring presenteeism is obviously a more complex challenge than 

measuring absenteeism, as reduced performance on the job is less 

tangible than absence. Some attempts have been made to measure 

presenteeism directly, e.g., by call volume per employee in a call 

center (Burton et al., 2004).  But generating objective data would 

require developing methods in partnership with each employer to suit the 

particular characteristics of a given firm, workplace and profession, 

and collecting data on a regular basis as well. Developing such methods 

may prove impossible for white-collar positions.

To overcome these obstacles, various self-report survey instruments 

have been developed that can be applied to various professions and 

employers (Lerner et al., 2001; Kessler et al. 2004). We identified 20 
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such instruments (Table 1 in Appendix D) that use three distinct 

approaches of measuring presenteeism: 

Perceived impairment 

Comparison of productivity/performance/efficiency with that of 

others and one’s norm 

Estimate of unproductive time while at work 

2.1. Perceived Impairment 

Asking employees to rate how hindered they feel in performing 

common mental, physical, and interpersonal activities and meeting 

demands due to their illness is the most common approach found in the 

presenteeism instruments currently available. Tools that follow this 

approach include the Health and Productivity Questionnaire (HPQ), the 

Health and Work Questionnaire (HWQ), the Stanford Presenteeism Scale 

(SPS), the Work Limitations Questionnaire (WLQ), and the Work 

Productivity and Activity Impairment Questionnaire (WPAI). Questions 

about perceived impairment can be very general or very specific. An 

example of a very general question can be seen in the SPS: “Despite 

having my (health problem)*, I felt energetic enough to complete all my 

work.” The employee receiving the SPS is invited to respond to this 

question using a five-point scale that goes from “Strongly disagree” to 

“Strongly agree.” An example of a specific question is found in the WLQ, 

which requires a respondent to rank the difficulty he or she had in 

using “upper body to operate tools, equipment” on a five-point scale. 

Perceived impairment questions are the most direct form of getting 

someone to describe their presenteeism without requiring the respondent 

to estimate their lost performance or lost time as a consequence of that 

impairment. Some studies have attempted to validate respondents’ 

recollections against diaries (Lerner et al.), but no attempts have yet 

been made to verify that a respondent’s perceptions correspond with 

fact. Thus, their reliability and validity is not fully established. In 

addition, it is difficult to translate someone’s agreement or 

disagreement with statements about his or her perceived impairments into 

an estimate of actual productivity reduction. 
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2.2. Comparative productivity/performance/efficiency 

Another way one can capture presenteeism is by understanding how an 

employee’s performance differs from that of others and from some 

conception of his or her usual performance. Tools that take this 

approach include the HPQ and the HWQ. The HWQ asks a respondent to rate 

the overall quality and amount of work produced in the preceding week, 

as well as how efficiently it was done, by themselves, their supervisor, 

and their co-workers on a ten-point scale that goes from “worst ever” to 

“best possible.” The HWQ additionally asks the respondent to rank their 

highest and lowest levels of efficiency during the week on the same ten-

point scale. The HPQ works in a very similar manner. It asks the 

respondent to rate the performance on the job of workers in similar 

positions, their usual performance in “the past year or two,” and their 

overall performance during the recall period (four weeks) using a 10-

point scale that ranges from “Worst Performance” to “Best Performance.” 

Both the HPQ and the HWQ include these comparative performance questions 

in addition to questions about perceived impairments. 

Compared with measures of perceived impairment, measures of an 

employee’s perceived overall performance have three main advantages when 

it comes to calculating presenteeism as a single meaningful number. 

Firstly, the attempt to “anchor” one’s perceived performance with that 

of others, one’s average, one’s best, and/or one’s worst allows for the 

idea of a standard level of performance against which loss can be 

measured. The questions about perceived impairment do not include any 

conception of what is a standard or usual level of impairment. Secondly, 

a 10-point performance scale can more easily be used in a monetization 

formula than the agreements or disagreements with statements that one 

sees as the norm in impairment questions, though one would imagine that 

perceived performance may still have to be turned into a temporal 

measure before being monetized and this could introduce error. Finally, 

attempts have been made to validate employees’ self-reported performance 

evaluation by comparing it to their supervisor’s assessments (Kessler et 

al, 2004). This external check of a person’s perceptions lends more 

credence to the performance measures compared to the impairment ones. 
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2.3. Estimates of Unproductive Time 

Relatively few instruments approach presenteeism in the same manner 

as absenteeism and ask employees to estimate lost time, but some do. One 

example is the Work Productivity Short Index (WPSI). The WPSI includes 

questions which ask the employee to estimate how many unproductive hours 

they spent at work during the recall period. 

Although this approach would lead to the easiest monetization, 

validation remains an issue as no study has shown that employees can 

accurately transform their perceived impairments into a temporal 

measure. Also, unlike the measures of comparative performance, measures 

of estimated unproductive time do not seem to provide the respondents 

with any way to anchor their responses against usual or expected 

unproductive time and the amount of time that similar employees are 

perceived as being unproductive. 

Assessment

We identified 20 different survey instruments for measuring 

absenteeism, presenteeism, or both (Table 1 in Appendix D). We excluded 

6 (30%) of them because we could not identify any research that would 

support their reliability and/or validity, 8 (40%) because they were 

designed specifically for a particular disease, reducing their value for 

a disease management report card, and one because we could not retrieve 

a copy of the copyrighted survey instrument. The remaining five 

instruments were reviewed in detail (see Table 2 in Appendix D). There 

were substantial differences with respect to length (ranging from 6 to 

31 items) and content (ranging from asking about physical and mental 

behavior changes to asking about lost hours and reduced productivity). 

Three of them ask for estimates of unproductive time, the Health and 

Productivity Questionnaire (HPQ), the Work Limitations Questionnaire 

(WLQ), and the Work Productivity and Activity Impairment (WPAI). The two 

other instruments solicit information on perceived impairment, the 

Health and Work Questionnaire (HWQ) and the Stanford Presenteeism Scale 

(SPS-6).
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3. Cost Estimation Methods 

In addition to the numerous problems that one encounters as one 

moves from straightforward measures of time lost through absenteeism to 

more complicated measures for quantifying presenteeism, there are many 

competing methodologies for monetizing lost productivity. These 

methodologies come in three basic flavors: (1) salary conversion methods 

that use survey responses and salary information to estimate 

productivity loss, (2) introspective methods that use survey responses 

as a basis for thought experiment to give businesses an idea of the 

magnitude of their lost productivity, and (3) firm-level methods that 

attempt to monetize productivity losses based on the cost of 

countermeasures that firms use to deal with absenteeism and 

presenteeism.

Salary Conversion Methods 

Salary conversion methods attempt to estimate productivity losses 

based on self-reported lost time or decreased productivity but cannot be 

applied to instruments that measure perceived impairment. The simplest 

version is the Human Capital Approach (HCA), which expresses the loss as 

the product of missed workdays by daily salaries (Berger et al, 2001). 

Originally developed for monetizing absenteeism, the method has been 

extended to presenteeism losses by using self-reported unproductive 

hours or self-reported percentage reduction of performance instead of 

missed days (Lerner, 2001; Allen and Bunn, 2003a and 2003b). The obvious 

attraction of this method is its computational ease, its intuitive 

plausibility and its consistency with economic theory that, assuming 

perfectly competitive labor markets, wages should reflect a worker’s 

marginal contribution to a firm’s output. While its validity has not yet 

been assessed, there was consensus among our interviewed experts that 

the HCA does provide at least a lower bound for the true cost of lost 

productivity (Tom Parry, 2005; Sean Nicholson, 2005). One expert 

suggested using also salary plus the cost of fringe benefits to estimate 

productivity losses (Kessler, 2005). The HCA is also the typical method 

behind studies reporting the economic impact of health-related 
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productivity losses. Depending on the available data sources, authors 

have used actual salaries of the respondents (Stewart et al., 2003a and 

b), corporate average salaries (Hemp, 2004) or national median wages 

(Goetzel et al., 2004a) for the conversion.

An extension of the HCA is the team production model set forward by 

Pauly and co-workers (2002), who argued that simple salary-based 

conversion was appropriate for workers performing discrete tasks in 

isolation but failed to take into account the interdependence of job 

functions in the modern economy. For example, if the only surgeon in a 

hospital stayed home sick, the entire operating room would remain idle 

for the day, causing much greater losses than just the surgeon’s salary. 

The authors proposed to operationalize this interdependence into three 

criteria: the replaceability of an employee, the extent to which an 

employee works as part of a team, and the time sensitivity of his or her 

work. Initial empirical work by Nicholson et al. (2004) derived a set of 

multipliers for 35 different job categories based on those three 

dimensions that can be applied to a worker’s salary. Simple jobs, like a 

fast food cook, have a multiplier of 1.00, suggesting that the 

productivity loss equals the actual salary, while more demanding 

occupations, such as a construction engineer or a paralegal, have higher 

multipliers to reflect their overall impact on the firm. Different 

multipliers exist for short-term (3-day) and long-term (2-week) 

absences. Ongoing work aims at a larger set of multipliers and methods 

to capture the interaction between medical conditions and job 

characteristics (Nicholson, 2005).

Two practical challenges exist for this approach. First, a 

sufficiently large library of multipliers must be created and maintained 

for the method to be used in an operational setting. Second, the method 

is entirely based on individual-level characteristics and does not take 

firm-level factors into account. It is, for example, conceivable that 

the absence of a research assistant would have different implications 

for a consulting firm and a not-for-profit research organization. Other 

firm-level factors, like unionization and competitive position, may also 

modify the impact of a given job category.
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A more fundamental challenge was posed by Koopmanschap and co-

authors (1995), who argued that the HCA overestimated the absence-

related productivity losses in reality, because short-term absences 

could be partially compensated with higher effort or overtime upon 

return of the sick employee or by co-workers. Longer-term absences would 

lead to replacement of workers with new hires. Based on those 

considerations, they proposed the friction cost method that aims at, in 

their terms, estimating only the actual lost production as opposed to 

the potentially lost production estimated by the HCA. They have tested 

their method on macroeconomic data from the Netherlands and found the 

estimates of lost productivity to be consistently lower than those 

derived by the HCA (Koopmanschap et al., 1995), but no attempt of 

applying the method to firm-level data could be identified in our 

search. Others have challenged the friction cost approach as 

inconsistent with economic theory, which would predict that profit-

maximizing firms would not have idle reserve capacity (Johannesson and 

Karlsson, 1997). This discourse remains, however, largely theoretical at 

this point as neither of the two methods has been evaluated empirically.

Introspective Methods 

Given the theoretical and practical challenges of finding a method 

to convert self-reported productivity reduction into monetary units, 

some researchers have argued that conversion should be abandoned in 

favor of providing guidance to firms with which those can derive their 

own cost estimates. Managers are provided with an analysis of the 

productivity survey and asked to develop scenarios such as “how much 

would you be willing to pay a contractor who can bring everyone’s 

productivity to 100 percent?” or “how many FTEs could you cut if 

everyone worked at full productivity?” (Kessler, 2005). Another approach 

is to encourage managers to estimate the revenue that different staff 

members contribute and use this number for conversion (Parry, 2005). The 

aim for those thought experiments is to illustrate the magnitude of the 

problem rather than to derive precise estimates. But, while certainly 
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helpful, their validity remains untested and they have not yet been 

benchmarked against the HCA approach.

Firm-Level Methods 

A logical extension of the introspective methods is to give up on 

estimation methods that are based on individual-level, self-reported 

data and to utilize a top-down approach that employs firm-level 

information to derive cost estimates for lost productivity. Managers, so 

the argument goes, have a fairly good sense of how their company’s 

productivity is affected by health-related problems and use 

countermeasures to deal with those. For example, they may have redundant 

staff to compensate for absences; they may hire temporary workers or pay 

overtime to maintain output. Alternatively, they could forgo revenues. 

Economic theory suggests that a competitive firm combines these 

different strategies to maximize profits. Information on a firm’s cost 

of those countermeasures can thus be used to approximate its lost 

productivity. The attraction of this approach is that it does not 

require detailed individual-level data and that the cost of many of the 

countermeasures is easy to quantify, such as the fees paid to temp 

agencies. The downside is that some of the cost may not be tangible and 

that foregone revenue estimation has to rely on manager’s perceptions. 

It may also prove very difficult to elicit countermeasures to 

presenteeism as opposed to absenteeism, as the former is not immediately 

visible to a firm and may not provoke a conscientious response. Further, 

the correct attribution of the cost items to health-related productivity 

losses needs to be assured, since, for example, part of the temporary 

staff could also be part of a firm’s usual staffing mix. As for the 

other methods, empirical evidence remains sparse. One study has used 

staffing cost to cover short-term disability absences to estimate 

productivity losses (Parry and Auerbach, 2001), but no attempts have 

been published to generalize this approach into a broader framework for 

measurement.
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Assessment

None of the monetary conversion methods can be regarded as 

empirically proven at this point in time so that the effect of disease 

management on absenteeism and presenteeism should primarily be measured 

and reported in the natural units that the respective survey instrument 

provides.

To illustrate the economic magnitude of the problem, the available 

monetization methods can be used, but it needs to be emphasized that the 

results should be interpreted with caution. Because of its intuitive 

plausibility and operational ease, the HCA method is the most commonly 

used approach for this purpose and all interviewed experts agreed that 

it would provide a lower bound for the cost of lost productivity. 

5.9 HEALTH-RELATED QUALITY OF LIFE 

Relevance

Improving the health-related quality of life of patients with 

chronic conditions is one of the ultimate goals of disease management. 

Such measures would not just capture better health status but also the 

increased ability of patients to live with their disease. They are 

obviously of great relevance to patients and also allow purchasers to 

demonstrate that they procured a valuable service for their employees.

Measures Availability 

Developed for the Medical Outcomes Study, a study of the impact on 

the differences in care on patient outcomes, the SF-36 has emerged as a 

universally accepted instrument for patient self-reported health status 

and health-related quality of life (Tarlov et al., 1989; Ware and 

Sherbourne, 1992). The instrument is not condition-specific and can thus 

be applied to various patient populations. It was extensively tested and 

validated in prior studies (McHorney et al, 1993). Based on the original 

36-item instrument, shorter versions with 12 (SF-12) and 8 (SF-8) items 

have been designed and tested by the original developers. We recommend 

using the SF-8 in a disease management reporting system, as it is the 
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shortest of the tools and thus the one the least burdensome to collect 

for operational purposes.

 Instruments to measure health-related quality of life have also 

been specifically developed for various chronic diseases. Well-

established examples are the Kansas City Cardiomyopathy Questionnaire 

(KCCQ)37 for CHF, the Seattle Angina Questionnaire (SAQ)38 for CAD and the 

Chronic Respiratory Disease Questionnaire (CRQ)39 for COPD. RAND has 

developed survey instruments for initial assessment and follow-up in 

patients with several chronic conditions, such as diabetes and CHF40.

While those instruments provide valuable information to determine the 

severity of disease and monitor treatment effects, they typically 

require scoring of 20 of more items, and seem therefore too burdensome 

for operational purposes.

5.10 PATIENT AND PROVIDER SATISFACTION 

Relevance

Measures of patient and provider satisfaction are of great 

relevance for disease management clients. As they procure disease 

management services on behalf of patients, it is important for them to 

ascertain that the product met the acceptance of patients as the end 

users. Lack of satisfaction would also hint at difficulties of 

establishing a working relationship with program participants. Likewise, 

ensuring provider satisfaction is crucial for the success of a disease 

management program, because those programs have to be sensitive to the 

particular relationship between patients and their physicians and the 

37 Green CP, et al. Development and evaluation of the Kansas City 
Cardiomyopathy Questionnaire: a new health status measure for heart failure. J
Am Coll Cardiol. 2000; 35(5): 1245-55 

38 Spertus JA, et al. Development and evaluation of the Seattle Angina 
Questionnaire: a new functional status measure for coronary artery disease. J
Am Coll Cardiol. 1995; 25(2): 333-41.

39 Guyatt GH, Berman LB, Townsend M, Puglsey SO, Chambers LW. A measure of 

quality of life for clinical trials in chronic lung disease. Thorax 1987; 42: 

773-778
40 http://www.rand.org/health/ICICE/tools.html accessed October 1, 

2004
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risk of antagonizing providers. Various satisfaction surveys exist that 

could be used and are being used for this purpose.
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6. ISSUES IN CREATING A REPORTING FORMAT FOR THE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 

Providing such a complete performance map as outlined above will 

require disease management operators to invest in data collection, 

processing, analysis and reporting. However, implementing such a 

comprehensive performance system would add substantial value to disease 

management products. It would allow vendors and operators to demonstrate 

a broader value proposition to clients who have concerns beyond cost 

savings. It also has the distinct advantage of providing greater 

plausibility and credibility to end points, like total reduction in 

direct medical cost. For example, the reported data could illustrate how 

the intervention changes self-efficacy of patients early on, later 

leading to improvements in health-related behaviors and clinical 

processes, and finally to better health outcomes and reduction in 

spending, if all the measures are collected longitudinally on a set of 

patients with appropriate means of establishing attribution. It would 

also allow providing clients with early feedback on observable changes 

in some measures, while the effect on, say, direct medical cost has not 

yet materialized.

From a managerial standpoint, a comprehensive measurement system 

would help to shed light on reasons for underperforming programs or 

accounts or even allow proactively identifying performance problems at 

an early stage. Breaking down the results by operating units, such as 

call centers, is conceivable, but further disaggregation to groups of 

nurses or individual nurses would be problematic, because of sample size 

and attribution issues. 

The complexity of the proposed measurement system, however, means 

that a large amount of information is being communicated to the users of 

the report card. This implies that considerable thought should go into 

the implementation and the design of a reporting format based on the 

finally set of measures selected. Some of the issues that need to be 

addressed are listed below. 
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6.1 MEASURE CALCULATION 

Missing data: How should missing data elements be handled? The 

options are to set the variable to a pre-defined value, to impute 

the value, to drop the indicators that require the variable for a 

participant or to drop each participant with any missing data. 

Stratification: Should the results be reported for all 

participants or by acuity level? If by acuity level, how is 

membership in a given group defined, as patients change between 

levels?

Aggregation: Should the measures within a given category be 

aggregated into a summary measure? Aggregation facilitates 

communication of complex information but comes at the cost of loss 

of detail, which could be overcome with summary measures that 

allow drill downs. 

 Weighting: Should aggregated measures be based on unit weights, 

i.e. each measure is weighted equally, empirical weights or expert 

weights?

6.2 MEASURE INTERPRETATION 

Scoring: How is performance based on an indicator or aggregate 

expressed? Options are change relative to previous values or 

relative to a benchmark, absolute change or compliance with a 

target or cutoff point.

Incorporating uncertainty: As all items will be measured with 

error, what is the appropriate method to reflect the uncertainty 

that is embedded in a measure?

Reporting: Should values or interpretative symbols (e.g., stars) 

be reported?
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Appendix

APPENDIX

A. MEASURING SELF-EFFICACY 

Self-Efficacy and Smoking Cessation 

The relationship between self-efficacy and smoking cessation has 

been widely studied, with the results of these studies consistently 

showing that confidence in one’s ability to abstain from smoking 

predicts the outcome of a smoking cessation attempt (Baer et al. 1986, 

Colleti et al. 1985, DiClemente 1981, DiClemente et al 1985, Godin et al 

1992, Mudde et al 1995).  Moreover, greater smoking abstinence self-

efficacy is related to a decreased likelihood of relapse after quitting 

(DiClemente et al 1985, Condiotte & Lichtenstein 1988, Gulliver et al 

1995, Yates and Thain 1985).  The two instruments most commonly used to 

assess smoking abstinence self-efficacy are a 20-item scale created by 

DiClemente, Prochaska, and their colleagues, and a 44-item scale created 

by Condiotte and Lichtenstein.  Both of these scales have been shown to 

be reliable and valid measures (Baer et al. 1986, DiClemente 1981, 

Condiotte & Lichtenstein 1988, Baer & Lichtenstein 1988, Prochaska et al 

1985, Velicer et al 1990).  A 9-item version of the scale created by 

Velicer and colleagues has also been validated (Velicer et al 1990); it 

is this instrument that we recommend for use by CorSolutions.  In 

completing this instrument, respondents use a 5-point scale (1 = not at 

all confident to 5 = extremely confident) to judge how confident they 

are that they could avoid smoking in each of 9 tempting situations.  An 

overall score is created by taking the average rating across the nine 

items.
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Smoking Self-Efficacy (Short Form) 

Listed below are situations that lead some people to smoke. We would 

like to know HOW CONFIDENT you are that you could resist smoking in each 

situation. Please answer the following questions using the following 

five-point scale.

1 = Not at all confident 

2 = Not very confident 

3 = Moderately confident 

4 = Very confident 

5 = Extremely confident 

1. With friends at a party. 

2. When I first get up in the morning. 

3. When I am very anxious and stressed. 

4. Over coffee while talking and relaxing. 

5. When I feel I need a lift. 

6. When I am very angry about something or someone. 

7. With my spouse or close friend who is smoking. 

8. When I realize I haven't smoked for a while. 

9. When things are not going my way and I am 

frustrated.

Source: Velicer, W.F., DiClemente, C.C., Rossi, J.S., & Prochaska, 

J.O. (1990).  “Relapse situations and self-efficacy: An integrative 

model”, Addictive Behaviors, 15, 271-283. 

Self-Efficacy and Weight Management 
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Self-efficacy is related to the outcomes of individuals who attend 

weight loss treatment programs (Bernier, Avard 1986), as well as 

attempts to lose weight [29], weight loss maintenance (Bernier, Avard 

1986, Kitsantas 2000, Westover & Lanyon 1990), and weight stability over 

extended periods of time Foreyt et al. 1995).  The two instruments most 

commonly used to evaluate self-efficacy for weight loss/maintenance are 

the Eating Self-Efficacy Scale (ESES) (Glynn & Ruderman 1986) and the 

Weight Efficacy Life-style Scale (WEL) (Clark et al 1991).  Both scales 

are reliable and valid measures, and scores on these scales are highly 

correlated with one another (Clark et al 1991, Glynn & Ruderman 1986).

Although both scales are relatively short (comprised of 25 and 20 items, 

respectively), we recommend the WEL for use by CorSolutions as it is 

slightly shorter.  In completing this measure, respondents use a 10-

point scale (0 = not confident to 9 = very confident) to rate their 

confidence about being able to resist the desire to eat in a variety of 

challenging situations (see below).  A general weight management self-

efficacy score is calculated by averaging across the 20 ratings. 

Both the ESES and the WEL measure self-efficacy with regard to only 

one aspect of healthy eating – the ability to resist overeating.

Because healthy eating is more than just controlling the amount of food 

consumed, we recommend that CorSolutions consider incorporating a few 

items from self-efficacy scales that pertain to other aspects of healthy 

eating.  For example, Ling and Horwath (Ling, Horwath 1999) developed a 

scale to measure self-efficacy for consumption of fruits and vegetables, 

and Chang and colleagues (Chang et al. 2003) developed a scale to 

measure self-efficacy for eating low-fat diets.
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Weight Efficacy Life-Style Questionnaire 

Listed below are situations that lead some people to eat even when 

they are not hungry. We would like to know HOW CONFIDENT you are that 

you could resist eating in each situation. Please answer the following 

questions using the following ten-point scale.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Not

confident

        Very 

confident

Using the scale from 0-9, how confident are you that you can:

Subscale and item numbers 

Negative Emotions

1. Resist eating when you are anxious (or nervous)? 

6. Resist eating when you are depressed (or down)? 

11. Resist eating when you are angry (or irritable)? 

16. Resist eating when you have experienced failure? 

Availability

2. Control your eating on the weekends? 

7. Resist eating when there are many different kinds of foods 

available?

12. Resist eating even when you are at a party? 
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17. Resist eating even when high calorie foods are available? 

Social Pressure

3. Resist eating even when you have to say “no” to others? 

8. Resist eating even when you feel it’s impolite to refuse a 

second helping? 

13. Resist eating even when others are pressuring you to eat? 

18. Resist eating even when you think others will be upset if 

you don’t eat? 

Physical Discomfort

4. Resist eating when you feel physically run down? 

9. Resist eating even when you have a headache? 

14. Resist eating when you are in pain? 

19. Resist eating when you feel uncomfortable? 

Positive Activities

5. Resist eating when you are watching TV? 

10. Resist eating when you are reading? 

15. Resist eating just before going to bed? 

20. Resist eating when you are happy 
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Source: Clark, M.M., Abrams, D.B., Niaura, R.S., Eaton, C.A., & 

Rossi, J.S. (1991). Self-efficacy in weight management. Journal of 

Consulting and Clinical Psychology, 59, 739-744. 
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Self-Efficacy in Exercise and Physical Activity 

Considerable evidence demonstrates the effects of self-efficacy on 

exercise behavior.  Exercise self-efficacy is associated with higher 

levels of physical activity and frequency of exercise, greater effort 

exerted during exercise, and more positive feelings toward exercise 

(Dishman et al. 1985, Dzewaltowski et al. 1990, McAuley 1991, Petosa et 

al 2003, Rudoph & McAuley 1996, Yin & Boyd 2000).  Several validated 

scales for measuring exercise self-efficacy exist (e.g., Hickey et al. 

1992 and Sallis et al. 1988).  We recommend that CorSolutions adopt a 

scale by Marcus, Selby, Niaura, and Rossi (Marcus et al. 1992), as it is 

the most commonly used measure of exercise self-efficacy and has 

demonstrated reliability and validity (Marcus et al. 1992, Buckworth et 

al. 2002, Marcus, Rakowski et al 1992).  To complete this measure, 

participants use a 5-point scale to rate their confidence that they 

could exercise when other things get in the way (see below).  The mean 

score for these items is calculated, and respondents are assigned a 

scale between 1 (not at all confident) and 5 (completely confident).

Whereas the original scale developed by Marcus et al. consists 18 items, 

they also have validated a 6-item version of the scale, and we recommend 

that CorSolutions adopt this scale for measuring exercise self-efficacy. 
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Exercise Self-Efficacy 

This scale measures how confident you are about your ability to 

exercise when other things get in the way.  We would like to know HOW 

CONFIDENT you are that you could continue with your exercise plan in 

each situation.  Please answer the following questions using the 

following five-point scale.

1 = Not at all confident 

2 = Somewhat confident 

3 = Moderately confident 

4 = Very confident 

5 = Completely confident 

Subscale and items

Negative Affect

 I am under a lot of stress.** 

 I am depressed. 

 I am anxious. 

Excuse Making

 I feel I don’t have the time.** 

 I don’t feel like it. 

 I am busy. 

Must Exercise Alone

 I am alone. 

 I have to exercise alone.** 

 My exercise partner decides not to exercise 

that day. 
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Inconvenient to Exercise

I don’t have access to exercise equipment.** 

I am traveling. 

My gym is closed. 

Resistance from Others

My friends don’t want me to exercise. 

My significant other does not want me to exercise. 

I am spending time with friends or family who do not 

exercise.**

Bad Weather

It’s raining or snowing.** 

It’s cold outside. 

The roads or sidewalks are snowy. 

Note: ** Items to be used for six-item self-efficacy short 

assessment.

Source: Marcus, B.H., Selby, V.C., Niaura, R.S., & Rossi, J.S. 

(1992). “Self-efficacy and the stages of exercise behavior change”, 

Research Quarterly for Exercise and Sport, 63, 60-66. 
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Self-Efficacy in Treatment Adherence 

Self-efficacy has been related to adherence to treatment regimens 

(Kaplan, Simon 1990).  To our knowledge, there is not general measure of 

self-efficacy for treatment adherence.  However, many scales exist to 

measure this construct in specific disease domains (e.g., Bogart et al. 

2002, Catz et al. 2000, Kobau & DiIorio 2003, and Logan et al. 2003).

Any of these disease-specific scales can be adapted to fit the diseases 

targeted by CorSolutions’ interventions.  We recommend the scale used by 

Catz, Bogart, and their colleagues because it is short, validated 

(Gifford et al. July 1996), and easily adapted.  This scale measures 

patients’ confidence in their ability to manage barriers to adherence 

and to tailor their medication regimens to fit with their daily lives.

Respondents use a 10-point scale (1 = you think you cannot do it at all 

to 10 = you are certain that you can do it) to respond to each of the 8 

items, and item responses are summed to yield a treatment adherence 

self-efficacy score. 
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Treatment Self-Efficacy 

Listed below are situations that may make it difficult for you to 

stick with your treatment. We would like to know HOW CONFIDENT you are 

that you could stick with your treatment in each situation. Please 

answer the following questions using the following ten-point scale.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

You

cannot do 

it at all 

        You are 

certain you 

can do it

Using the scale from 1-10, how confident are you that you can:

1.  Include your treatment in your daily routine? 

2.  Stick to your treatment plan even when side effects begin to 

interfere with daily activities? 

3.  Stick to your treatment schedule even when it means taking 

medications or doing other things in front of people who don't know you 

have [insert name of disease]? 

4.  Stick to your treatment schedule even when your daily routine 

changes?

5.  Stick to your treatment schedule even when you're traveling? 

6.  Stick to your treatment schedule even when you aren't feeling 

well?

7.  Stick to your treatment schedule even when it means changing 

your eating habits? 
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8.  Stick exactly to your treatment schedule throughout the course 

throughout the course of your treatment? 

9.  Continue with your treatment even if doing so interferes with 

your daily activities? 

10.  Continue with your treatment even when you are feeling 

discouraged about your health? 

11.  Continue with your treatment even when people close to you 

tell you that they don't think it is doing any good? 

Sources:  Bogart, L. M., Gray-Bernhardt, M. L., Catz, S. L., 

Hartmann, B. R., & Otto-Salaj, L. L. (2002).  Social and temporal 

comparisons made by individuals living with HIV disease: Relationships 

to adherence behavior. Journal of Applied Social Psychology, 32, 1551-

1576.

Catz, S. L., Kelly, J. A., Bogart, L. M., Benotsch, E. G., & 

McAuliffe, T. (2000). Patterns, predictors, and barriers to medication 

adherence among persons prescribed new treatments for HIV disease. 

Health Psychology, 19, 124-133. 

Gifford, A.L., Lorig, K., Chesney, M., Laurent, D., & Gonzalez, V. 

(1996, July). Patient education to improve health-related quality of 

life in HIV/AIDS: A pilot study.  Paper presented at the 11th

International Conference on AIDS (Abstract 1774). Vancouver, British 

Columbia, Canada. 
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B. CLINICAL MEASURES WITH GUIDELINES 

Table B.1 Coronary Artery 
Disease

             

Indicator
Data 

Source

C
S

A
H

/J
H

U
Q

A
 T

oo
ls

Recommendation Comment Sources

          
Prevention 
Proportion of participants who receive smoking 
cessation counseling 

data
collection x x x include   ACC/AHA 2002 (Class I) 

Proportion of participants who receive screening 
for diabetes claims  x  include   ACC/AHA 2002 (Class I) 

Proportion of participants who receive a flu 
vaccination

data
collection x x x include   DHHS 2005 

Proportion of participants who receive 
pneumococcal vaccination 

data
collection x x x include   DHHS 2005 

Proportion of participants who receive 
depression screening 

data
collection x x  include   ACC/AHA 2002 (Class IIb)

Diagnosis 

Proportion of participants who receive fasting 
lipid level claims  x x include 

Fasting lipid level is recommended as 
part of the initial workup of CAD 
patients.  ACC/AHA 2002 (Class I) 
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Proportion of participants who receive LDL 
screening claims x x x include 

AACE guidelines imply but do not 
explicitly recommend annual testing AACE 2000 

Proportion of participants who receive coronary 
angiograms for appropriate indications 

data
collection   x drop 

The decision to perform coronary 
angiography is not under the control 
of a disease management program   

Proportion of participants who receive LV 
function test after AMI claims   x include   ACC/AHA 2002 (Class I) 

Treatment 
Proportion of participants with beta blocker 
usage claims x x x include   ACC/AHA 2002 (Class I) 

Proportion of participants in compliance with 
antiplatelet therapy 

data
collection x x x include 

In theory, this indicator could be 
constructed from claims data. 
However, as aspirin as the most 
common antiplatelet drug is low-cost 
and OTC, few patients file a claim for 
it.  ACC/AHA 2002 (Class I) 

Proportion of participants who receive lipid 
lowering therapy claims x x x include 

Rated class I for patients with 
LDL>130 and IIb for LDL between 100 
and 129 

ACC/AHA 2002 (Class I 
and IIa) 

Proportion of participants who receive ACEI/ARB claims  x x include 

Rated class I for CAD patients with 
diabetes and/or LVSD and IIa for all 
patients with significant CAD and/or 
previous MI (ACC/AHA 2002)  ACC/AHA 2002 (Class I/IIa)

Proportion of participants who undergo elective 
revascularization for appropriate indications 

data
collection   x drop 

The decision to perform 
revascularization is not under the 
control of a Disease Management 
program 

Sources:  
American Heart Association (AHA)/American College of Cardiology (ACC). Management of patients with chronic stable angina. 2002 guideline 
update.
Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) Centers of Disease Control (CDC). Recommended adult immunization schedule. October 
2004-September 2005.  
American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists (AACE) medical guidelines for clinical practice for the diagnosis and treatment of dyslipidemia 
and prevention of atherogenesis 2000.  
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CAD ACC/AHA Classifications        
Class I: Conditions for which there is evidence and/or general agreement that a given procedure or treatment is useful 
and effective. 
Class II: Conditions for which there is conflicting evidence and/or a divergence of opinion about the usefulness/efficacy 
of a procedure or treatment. 
Class IIa: Weight of evidence/opinion is in favor of 
usefulness/efficacy.     
Class IIb: Usefulness/efficacy is less well established by 
evidence/opinion.     
Class III: Conditions for which there is evidence and/or general agreement that the procedure/treatment is not 
useful/effective and in some cases may be harmful. 
        
        

Table B.2 Congestive Heart Failure 
       

Indicator
Data 

Source
C

S
A

H
/J

H
U

Q
A

 T
oo

ls

R
ec

om
m

en
da

tio
n

Comment

              

American College of 
Cardiology Foundation 

and American Heart 
Association 2005 

Guidelines
Prevention

Proportion of participants who receive flu 
vaccination 

data
collection x x x include   DHHS 2005 

Proportion of participants who receive 
pneumococcal vaccination 

data
collection x x x include   DHHS 2005 

Proportion of participants with atrial fibrillation 
and/or prior thromboembolic event who receive 
warfarin claims  x x include ACC/AHA 2005 ACC/AHA 2005 Class I (A)
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Proportion of all participants who receive 
warfarin claims  x x include 

ACC/AHA 2005 guideline 
supports use of warfarin in all 
symptomatic CHF patients, but 
with weaker evidence (class III). ACC/AHA 2005 Class III 

Proportion of participants who receive 
depression screening 

data
collection x x  include   USPSTF  2005 Level B 

Proportion of participants screened for 
depression and referred for follow up if at risk 

data
collection x x  include   USPSTF  2005 Level B 

Treatment 

Proportion of participants with beta blocker 
usage claims x x  include 

Strictly speaking, beta-blockers 
are only indicated for systolic 
dysfunction, but identifying 
those patients is not possible 
based on claims data. One may 
need to add a caveat to 
account for this problem.  ACC/AHA 2005 Class I (A)

Proportion of participants with vasodilator usage claims x x x include 

Strictly speaking, vasodilators 
are only indicated for systolic 
dysfunction, but identifying 
those patients is not possible 
based on claims data. One may 
need to add a caveat to 
account for this problem.  

ACC/AHA 2005 Class IIa 
(A)

Proportion of participants receiving 
spironolactone for severe CHF 

data
collection   x   drop 

Identifying the subset of 
patients who have an indication 
for spironolactone treatment 
requires complex decision rules 
and is very data-intense, 
rendering this indicator 
impractical. ACC/AHA 2005 Class I (B)

Proportion of participants with LV EF 
measurement claims   x x include 

Strictly speaking EF 
measurement is only required 
at the time of the initial 
diagnosis. One could look at 
longer time periods and restrict ACC/AHA 2005 Class I (A)
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the denominator to patients with 
at least two years of claims 
data.

Proportion of participants with documentation of 
comorbidities and other cardiac risk factors in the 
record 

data
collection     x drop 

Those include AMI, angina, 
other cardiac disorders, 
hypertension and diabetes. This 
process, however, refers to 
medical record keeping and 
does not seem applicable to 
disease management 
programs.   

Proportion of participants on ARB/ACEI who 
receive annual creatinine checks  claims     x include   ACC/AHA 2005 Class I (B)

Proportion of participants on ARB/ACEI who 
receive annual potassium checks  claims     x include   ACC/AHA 2005 Class I (B)
Sources:  
American Heart Association (AHA)/American College of Cardiology (ACC). Diagnosis and management of chronic heart failure in the adult. 
2005 guideline update.  
Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) Centers of Disease Control (CDC). Recommended adult immunization schedule. October 
2004-September 2005.  
U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF). The guide to clinical preventive services 2005  
        
Heart Failure        
Class I Recommendations: Conditions for which there is evidence and/or general agreement that a given 
procedure/therapy is beneficial, useful, and/or effective. 
Class II Recommendations: Conditions for which there is conflicting evidence and/or a divergence of opinion 
about the usefulness/efficacy of a procedure or treatment. 
Class IIa Recommendations: Weight of evidence/opinion is in favor of 
usefulness/efficacy.    
Class IIb Recommendations: Usefulness/efficacy is less well 
established by evidence/opinion.    
Class III Recommendations: Conditions for which there is evidence and/or general agreement that a given procedure/therapy is not
useful/effective and in some cases may be harmful. 
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Level of Evidence A: Data derived from multiple randomized clinical 
trials or meta-analyses.    
Level of Evidence B: Data derived from a single randomized trial, or 
nonrandomized studies.    
Level of Evidence C: Only consensus opinion of experts, case studies, 
or standard-of-care.    
USPSTF recommendations: Level A (strongly recommended), Level B 
(recommended)    

Table B.3 Hypertension 

        

Indicator
Data 

Source
C

S
A

H
/J

H
U

Q
A

 T
oo

ls

R
ec

om
m

en
da

tio
n

Comments NIH 2003 Guidelines
                

Prevention 

Proportion of participants who receive 
depression screening 

data
collection x

N/
A   nclude

Routine depression screening for hypertensive patients 
may not be universally recommended but many 
hypertensives have relevant comorbididies.  USPSTF  2005 Level B

Diagnosis 

Proportion of participants with documentation of 
comorbidities and other cardiac risk factors 

data
collection

N/
A x drop 

Those include AMI, angina, other cardiac disorders, 
hypertension and diabetes. This process, however, refers 
to medical record keeping and does not seem applicable to 
disease management programs. 
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Proportion of participants who receive lab testing 
for initially diagnosed hypertension claims   

N/
A x drop 

The tests are serum potassium, glucose, creatinine, 
tryglycerides, cholesterol and urinanalysis. Strictly 
speaking, they are indicator for initial evaluation of 
hypertension and it is not clear that we can capture those 
patients in the disease management context.   

Treatment 

Proportion of participants with consistent 
average SBP>140 or DBP>90 over 6 months 
who receive one of the following interventions: 
change in dose or regimen of antihypertensives, 
or repeated education regarding lifestyle 
modifications.  

data
collection   

N/
A x drop 

Not relevant for disease management program that mainly 
deals with patients with established disease   

Proportion of participants with stage 1B, 2, 3 
hypertension on pharmacotherapy. 

data
collection

N/
A x drop 

Not relevant for disease management program that mainly 
deals with patients with established disease 

     
Sources:
U.S. Preventive Services Task Faroce (USPSTF). The guide to clinical preventive services 2005  

Table B.4 Chronic 
Obstructive Pulmonary 

Disease

       

Indicator Data Source

C
S

A
H

/J
H

U
Q

A
 T

oo
ls

R
ec

om
m

en
da

tio
n

Comment
              

Physicians Consortium 
2004 Guidelines
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Prevention 
Proportion of participants who 
receive flu vaccination data collection x x x include   AAFP 2004/ PCPI 2004 
Proportion of participants who 
receive pneumococcal 
vaccination data collection x x x include   AAFP 2004/DHHS 2005 
Proportion of participants who 
receive depression screening data collection x x include   USPSTF  2005 Level B 
Diagnosis 

Proportion of participants who 
receive spirometry testing claims  x x include

 May be underreported as test performed with hand held 
devices in physician offices are not billed on an itemized 
basis but covered under Evaluation and Management 
codes.  PCPI 2004 

Proportion of participants who 
receive theophylline checks after 
initiation of treatment or dosage 
increase claims   x drop 

While "close monitoring" of patients under theophylline 
treatment is recommended it is very difficult to detect 
dosage changes in claims data. Further, the sample size 
is likely to be small.  AAFP 2004 

Treatment 

Proportion of participants on 
bronchodilator claims x  include

While bronchodilators are recommended for all 
symptomatic stages of COPD, the type of treatment 
varies by stage. The indicator could be modified to 
capture the differential recommendations. Staging 
information would require data collection. ATS 2004 

Proportion of participants with 
steroid inhaler use claims x  include

There is still some controversy over the use of steroid 
inhalers in COPD. It is usually only recommended after 
failure of bronchodilator treatment.  AAFP 2004 

Proportion of participants who 
receive oxygen therapy O2 
saturation in below 88% at rest data collection  x x include

This indicator requires information on O2 saturation or 
pO2 levels. Neither the guidelines not the literature 
provide for a severity measure that could be scored from 
claims or self reported data.  AAFP 2004/ATS 2004 

Proportion of participants who 
receive oral steroids for 
exacerbation claims  x drop 

This intervention is not necessarily under disease 
management control.    
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Proportion of participants on
bronchodilators who receive 
ipratropium claims   x include   ATS 2004 

Proportion of participants on 
inhalers who receive spacer 
use or proper MDI instructions data collection   x include

Strictly speaking, ATS recommends the use of MDI/DPI. 
Proper instructions to the patient are implied.  ATS 2004 

      
Sources: 
U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF). The guide to clinical preventive services 2005  
Physician Consortium for Performance Improvement (PCPI) COPD Core Physician Performance Measurement Set 2005 
American Thoracic Society (ATS). Standards for the diagnosis and management of patients with COPD. 2004 
American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP). Hunter HM and King DE. COPD: Management of acute exacerbations and chronic stable
disease. American Family Physician 2001; 64: 603-622 
        

Table B.5 Asthma 
       

Indicator Data Source

C
S

A
H

/J
H

U

Q
A

 T
oo

ls

R
ec

om
m

en
da

tio
n

Comments
            

National Asthma Education 
and Prevention Program 

2002 Guidelines

Prevention
Proportion of participants who 
receive flu vaccination data collection x x x include   DHHS 2005 
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Proportion of participants who 
receive pneumococcal 
vaccination data collection x x x include   DHHS 2005 
Proportion of participants who 
receive depression screening data collection x x   include   USPSTF  2005 Level B 
Diagnosis 

Proportion of participants who 
receive spirometry testing claims   x x include

NAEPP recommends repeat testing every 1-2 
years and the use of peak-flow based 
treatment plans for patients with moderate to 
severe asthma.  

NAEPP 2002 (Evidence D 
for routine use  every 1-2 
years and B for treatment 

plan use) 

Proportion of participants on 
theophylline with a daily dose of 
>= 600mg who receive routine 
theophylline level checks claims     x include   NAEPP 2002 
Proportion of participants who 
receive PEV or FEV1 in 
exacerbation claims     x drop 

Treatment provide during acute exacerbation 
is not under the control of disease 
management    

Proportion of participants who 
receive theophylline level checks 
in exacerbation claims     x drop 

Treatment provide during acute exacerbation 
is not under the control of disease 
management    

Treatment 
Proportion of participants with 
moderate to severe asthma on 
beta agonists or anticholinergics claims x     include   NAEPP 2002 (Evidence A) 

Proportion of participants who 
receive inhalable steroids for 
uncontrolled asthma data collection   x   include

The AH definition of uncontrolled asthma 
requires FEV1 values. The indicator could be 
scored for the full population, using the claims-
based HEDIS criteria for moderate to severe 
asthma.   NAEPP 2002 (Evidence B) 

Proportion of participants who 
receive appropriate use of long-
term control medication claims   x x include Inhaled steriods are seen as first choice NAEPP 2002 (Evidence A) 
Proportion of participants who 
receive prescription of rescue claims     x include

 Depending on usage, a rescue inhaler might 
last longer than a year.  NAEPP 2002 (page 76) 
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inhaler 

Proportion of participants with 
moderate to severe asthma in 
compliance with contraindication 
to beta-blockers claims     x include   Commonly accepted 
Proportion of participants who 
receive substitution of inhaled 
steroids for oral ones claims     x drop 

This indicator is conceptually appealing but 
hard to operationalize.    

Proportion of participants who 
receive proper instructions of 
MDI use or spacer 

 data 
collection     x include   

NAEPP 2002 (Evidence B 
and C) 

      

Sources: 
U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF). The guide to clinical preventive services 2005  
Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) Centers of Disease Control (CDC). Recommended adult immunization schedule. October 
2004-September 2005.  
National Asthma Education and Prevention Program (NAEPP)  Guidelines for the diagnosis and management of asthma. 2002 update.
        
Asthma        
Evidence Category A: Randomized controlled trials 
(RCTs), rich body of data.     
Evidence Category B: RCTs, limited body of 
data.       
Evidence Category C: Nonrandomized trials and 
observational studies.     
Evidence Category D: Panel consensus 
judgment.      
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Table B.6 Diabetes mellitus 
       

Indicator Data Source

C
S

A
H

/J
H

U
Q

A
 T

oo
ls

R
ec

om
m

en
da

tio
n

Comment
              

American Diabetes Association 
Recommendations

Prevention 
Proportion of participants receiving lipid 
testing claims   x x include   ADA 2005 (E) 
Proportion of participants having annual foot 
exam by physician data collection x x x include   ADA 2005 (B) 
Proportion of participants who receive flu 
vaccination data collection x x   include   ADA 2005 (C) 
Proportion of participants who receive 
pneumococcal vaccination data collection x x   include   ADA 2005 (C) 

Proportion of participants who receive ASA 
prophylaxis data collection   x   include

ASA prophylaxis is now 
universally recommended, 
unless contraindicated, for 
diabetes older than 21 (ADA 
2005) ADA 2005 (A) 

Proportion of participants who receive 
depression screening data collection x x   include   ADA 2005 (E) 
Diagnosis 
Proportion of participants having dilated eye 
exams annually claims x x x include   ADA 2005 (B) 
Proportion of participants having 
microalbumin testing claims x x x include   ADA 2005 (E) 
Proportion of participants receiving biannual 
HgbA 1c testing claims x x x include   ADA 2005 (E) 
Treatment 
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Proportion of participants who receive 
ACEI/ARB for albuminuira claims   x x include   ADA 2005 (A) 

Proportion of Type 2 diabetics who receive 
oral hypoglycemic therapy after having 
failed dietary therapy  data collection     x drop 

The definition should also 
include newer, non-
hypoglycemic drugs. The 
indicator may be hard to 
operationalize.  

Proportion of Type 2 diabetics who receive 
insulin after having failed oral therapy data collection     x drop 

The indicator may be hard to 
operationalize.  

       
Sources: 
American Diabetes Association (ADA). Standards of medical care in diabetes. 2005 

Diabetes ADA        
Evidence Category A: Clear evidence from well-conducted, generalizable, randomized controlled trials that are adequately powered.
Supportive evidence from well-conducted randomized controlled trials that are adequately powered. 
Evidence Category B: Supportive evidence from well-conducted cohort studies. Supportive evidence from a well-conducted case-control study. 
Evidence Category C: Supportive evidence from poorly controlled or uncontrolled studies. Conflicting evidence with the weight of evidence supporting the 
recommendation. 
Evidence Category E: Expert consensus or clinical experience.      
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C. ESTIMATION PROCEDURE FOR RISK ADJUSTMENT 

This method adjusts the estimates for changes in cost and 

utilization under disease management program as the difference between 

observed and predicted cost in the intervention period. The prediction 

is based on a statistical model, which incorporates patients’ 

demographic characteristics and diagnostic variables. As the first step, 

the cost or utilization parameter of interest is regressed on vectors of 

patient level diagnostic and demographic variables using pre-

intervention data (from time t).
ttttttty   (Equation 1) 

The estimated coefficients from Equation 1 are saved and then 

applied to data from the intervention period (time t 1) to derive 
predicted or estimated spending/utilization: 

yt 1 t 1 t 1 t t 1 t   (Equation 2) 

This method allows for adjustments to be made for changes in 

demographic mix, due to such factors as aging and movement in and out of 

the intervention group, and disease severity over time. It is also 

operationally appealing because many disease management firms already 

use commercial software for risk stratification that can be used to 

derive the variables needed for the model from administrative data.  It 

cannot, however, account for factors that influence cost and 

utilization, which change over time, such as technology change, changes 

in benefits and change in contractual arrangements between purchasers

An important operational issue is how to construct the diagnostic 

variables to capture patient risk. Given the complexity of designing 

algorithms to extract such information from claims data, we would 

recommend using commercially available grouping software. A recent study 

compared the predictive accuracy of the models based on several such 

groupers and found that they can predict about 15-25% of future medical 

cost (Cumming et al. 2002). The authors found that incorporating more 
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information in a grouper improves model performance, i.e. groupers that 

combine medical and pharmacy claims have the greatest predictive power.

Another issue is excluding patients with extremely high cost from 

the analysis based on the rationale that disease management cannot 

influence the high cost of some conditions, like organ transplantation 

or severe burns. Also, the predictive models perform much worse for such 

outlier events. It is common practice in the industry to exclude 

patients with certain high-cost conditions, such as organ 

transplantation and chronic dialysis, from the analysis and to truncate 

or exclude claims exceeding a certain threshold, usually above $100,000 

to $300,000. We propose to assess the effect of such restrictions 

empirically and make a recommendation based on the findings.
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D. SURVEY INSTRUMENTS FOR HEALTH-RELATED PRODUCTIVITY 

Table D.1 Summary of Worker Productivity Measurement Instruments* 
    

            

Instrument Year
Productivity 

Metric
Construct 
Validity

Internal 
consistency 
reliability

Test-retest 
reliability Responsiveness

Administrator/respondent 
burden Generalisability

Applied for 
economic 
valuation

Tested 
Diseases References 

American Productivity Audit 2001 B Unk Unk Unk Unk Moderate Yes Yes O J, K 

Angina-Related Limitations 
at Work Questionnaire 1998 B Established Established Established Unk Low/Moderate NA No O F

Endicott Work Productivity 
Scale 1997 B Established Established Established Unk Low Yes No O F, H 
Health and Labor 
Questionnaire 1995 B Unk Unk Unk Unk Low/Moderate Yes Yes O F, H 

Health and Productivity 
Questionnaire (HPQ) ** 2003 B Unk Established Established Unk Low/Moderate Yes Yes O L

Health and Work 
Questionnaire (HWQ) 2001 B Established Established Unk Unk Low/Moderate Yes Unk O F, H, I 

Health-Related Productivity 
Questionnaire Diary 2003 B Established Unk Unk Unk High Yes No O C

Migraine Disability 
Assessment Questionnaire 1999 B Established Established Established Unk Low NA Yes O H

Migraine Work and 
Productivity Loss Quest. 1999 B Established Established Unk Unk Moderate NA Yes O F, H 

Osterhaus Technique 1992 B Unk Unk Unk Unk Low Unk Yes O D, F 

Stanford Presenteeism Scale 2002 P Established Established UNK Unk Low High No Unk F, M 
Unnamed Hepatitis 
Instrument 2001 B Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk O F

Work Limitations 
Questionnaire 2001 B Established Established Established Unk Low Yes Yes A, O A, F, G, H, E
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Work Productivity and 
Activity Impairment 
Questionnaire (WPAI) - 
General 1993 B Established NA Established Unk Low High Yes

A, CHF, 
H, D, O B, F, H 

WPAI-Allergic Rhinitis 1993 B Established NA Established Established Low High O H

WPAI-Chronic Hand 
Dermatitis 1993 B Established NA Established Established Low High Yes O H

WPAI-Gastro-Esophageal 
Reflux Disease 1993 B Established NA Unk Unk Low High Yes O H
WPAI-Specific Health 
Problem 1993 B Established NA Established Unk Low High Yes G H

Worker Productivity Index 1999 B Unk NA Unk Unk Unk Unk Unk D, H, O F

Work Productivity Short 
Inventory (WPSI) 2003 B Established Unk Unk Unk Unk High Yes O G, N 

* This report has been adapted and expanded from similar tables located in references F and H.      
** This instrument was previously referred to as the Health and Work Performance Questionnaire.     

Productivity Metric Condition List 

Absenteeism A  Asthma   A      

Presenteeism P  Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease COPD      

Both B  Congestive Heart Failure  CHF      

   Coronary Artery Disease  CAD      

Insufficient Info. Available UNK  Diabetes   D      

Not Applicable NA  Hypertension  H      

   General Health  G      

   Other   O      
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Table D.2 Detailed Properties of Worker 
Productivity Instruments 

         

Instrument HPQ HWQ SPS WLQ WPAI 
Performance
Scales? (Yes/No) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Scale Gradation 1-5/7/10 1-10 1-5 5 point 1-10
Scale Anchoring? 
(Yes/No) Yes Yes No No No
Time Frame 
(weeks) 1 and 4 1 4 2 1
Estimates of Time 
Lost? (Yes/No) Yes No No Yes Yes
Separation of 
Time Lost (Due To 
Vacation and 
Health)? Yes N/A N/A No Yes
Estimation of 
Time Worked? Yes N/A N/A Yes Yes

Time Units Days and hours N/A N/A Percentage Hours
Monetary
Conversion
Possible?
(Yes/No) Yes No No Yes Yes
Questions on Type 
of Employment? 
(Yes/No) Yes No No NS No
System for 
Monetary
Conversion NS N/A N/A NS NS
Questions on 
Salary? (Yes/No) Yes No No Yes No
Demographic
Questions? Yes No No Yes No
Questions on 
Medical
Conditions?

Yes (employer 
version) No No No No

Questions on 
Treatment?

Yes (employer 
version) No No No No

Number of 
Questions

31 (employer 
version) 24 6 25 6

Sample Available? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Fee for Use * Yes Unk Yes Yes No
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*Ozminkowski, RJ et al. The Application of Two Health and Productivity 
Instruments at a Large Employer. JOEM. 46(7): 635-648. 

Table D.3 Content of Worker Productivity 
Instruments

     

Instrument Type of Questions 

Endicott Assessing frequency of productivity behavior 

HPQ

Questions on overall health, effect of conditions, 
frequency of depressive feelings, frequency of 
low/high performance relative to other workers, 
amount of insufficient quality, concentration and 
hindered work due to health, job performance of most 
workers, respondent's usual performance, and 
performance in the 7- or 28-day time period 

HWQ

Questions on relationship to job, work environment, 
co-workers, family, and friends; Questions on 
efficiency, quality and amount of work as rated by 
self, supervisor, and co-workers; Questions on 
frequency of concentration, impatience, exhaustion, 
etc.

SPS

Questions on finishing tasks, handling stress, 
achieving goals, having energy, etc. due to health 
problem

WLQ
Questions on time, physical, mental, interpersonal 
and output demands 

WPAI

Questions on productivity and regular activities: 
health problems had no effect/completely prevented 
working or daily activities 
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